
^as^/P *° re,n^erPret search procedure to
™“-t£5sr' » »- ssar"of the—(“broad

lika„to“,l pm 'h0day seareh chairman J«i“ Bora out of
procedure 5 uSSSS? a"d ""erPrel ^ SSS**1**"*-

This move follows from an invitation on Jan. 13 from the L0n Jan- 5- York’s arts dean John T. Saywell withdrew 
senate executive committee to have Laskin speak to the charging that the procedure was “unwise if not 
senate on the selection procedure. disastrous.”

It also follows from the Jan. 12 meeting of the board of «hnnu^*1 sai.^in1flis lette[ of withdrawal that the senate
governors when after a stormy two-hour debate the board selecüoï HeÏL Rf Say" in the Presidential
gave Laskin and the search committee a vote of con- selectl°n- He also criticized the secrecy of the selection
fidence and also expressed confidence in the ability of the------------------------------—-------------------------------------------------
committee to interpret the reporting procedure to clear ud How search developed — Page 3
“the inherent ambiguities.” _________________ ______________________________

The final selection and reporting procedure accepted by pn«„r!=?^t’!1lPr0CedUre’ ^alling il “a Procedure which
the senate is: H accepted oy ensures that the new president. . .will take office under a

— the senate will hear and discuss the search com- ° rw, ian „ ,, • .. . _
mittee report in a “closed” session ...nîV30' 8'^Jniversity of Toronto arts dean A. D. Allen

— the results of the senate preferential ballot of the Hp ffiT thlt \l° cnt,clzed.‘Jhe existing procedure,
short list of candidates will be known only to Laskin as rnS.? the ne,w President should be chosen by a 
chairman of the search committee and William Pearson shlH„nf ef representing all parts of the university —
Scott as chairman of the board. Parson students, faculty, senate and board.

— after this senate consultation, the boartCwlfrepooint ' !!„ be fooJlsh to take it on unless one could feelthe ne» preside», keeping in mind ujSSJfK EgC SviSS' a"d Sympa‘h>

mJ

senate
sup- Both mencep, r=„„mi„aL0„Perf'S,e=7rtbS=hat W0U,d a<" 

overcome their objections.
However, Laskin told EXCALIBUR Tuesday that the 

ambiguities referred to in the procedure were not those
CrThC'red,by Saywe11 and Allen He declined to elaborate 

the feeling among some senators in the arts faculty and 
Atkinson College is that unless the procedure is in
terpreted to meet the Saywell/ Allen criticisms, it will be 

allenged by an amendment of some sort which if 
passed, would radically alter the procedure
the hnaerVHepfacCCOrding t0 rfliab,e sources in the senate.
- S,XpS rjœvïSïïSSK-

especially one which might shift the balancePof 
away from them.

Apparently, Scott has told certain people in theS wiUlown.

were changed to

power

new president on its

9Sh nowher^.IS “ spelled out what consultation leans' 
When questioned by EXCALIBUR regarding the 

allegation, Scott refused to comment. He would neither 
confirm nor deny the charge.

point 
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Not one elected

York Green slate rejected 
in McLaughlin's elections

By MIKE BLUMENTHAL 
The York Green Committe slate 

was soundly rejected in the 
McLaughlin Council elections 
Tuesday.

In what was interpreted by most 
observers as a negative vote, the 
coalition of Mac 70 (the Mac 
student newspaper) staff and the 
two independents were elected to 
office.

The new councillors are: Larry 
Balaban, Bruce Ball, Jim 
Cameron. Steve Diamond, Marija 
Dilkus. Bill Moull, and Repunzel 
(Cynthia Garfinkel.)

A relatively heavy turnout — 
per cent of the student body — 
yielded only 14 slate votes for the 
YGC. The Mac 70 staff attracted 28 
slate votes, and 68 ballots indicated 
preference for the Mac 70 staff and

!

Illthe independents Out of 209 ballots The Mac 70 staff were delighted 
cast aimost half ignored the YGC with the results. “We handed fn our

wh1(?atfh c°™pletely- nominations at the last minute so
While the Mac 70 staff had all that it wouldn’t be a non-election,”

fitd !xpeirienCe in college ac- said Balaban. “We wanted to keep
had hLn"-y 0Iîe -hG YnC Slate lhe YGC out of the Mac council.” T f * i 
had been involved in college af- Bill Moull, editor of Mac 70, said £ Ï

c ,» , , that the YGC will have to ■ »»' ■ iSome Mac students saw the YGC reevaluate its positron for the 1 [ 1 I 
as a campus-wide club, while the CYSF elections Repunzel smiled
“cnMpaStaff we*\®,viewed as being The York Green Committee L 
college-oriented Some students members were dejected They had
“çat ‘K expec'ed 10 win at ieasi thr«

«BTU-. didn't pl«emrDep-d"eaLn"» ‘lhe YGC

ten''!

*™lher- wh0 committee, which it is not." 
naa voted, said: “Its only a
college election — it sounds like a 
crummy story.”

t

:i j!
__ I

X

*on the council.

Bill Griffiths, who was on the 
YGC slate, said quite bitterly that 
the Mac students had “lost the best 
platform and the best men.” Dan 
Tiffin, also on the YGC slate, said 
that he was sad that not many 
students had voted, and promised 
that he would cooperate with the 
new council.

Winters suspicious 
of Ross committee

%
■a$’

IYLs has ReporiP*ementa,’°n °' Laskl" 

been meeting since last March Green’s main fear is that this
IS2SSS SSSsii; =ca„S' «aAS .

K?i*tsSgtoup is unclear. Up in September and durin8 the day is no solution,” said
Edie Rantoul, the former Win- disbanded early in 1967 Mou“ “That would leave the

fers College representative to the Glendon College withdrew from res)de"t students bored during the 
committee was recalled from the the council because, says former mghtS'
body, since, says Winters council Glendon student Glen Williams Uther problems are apathy and 
pi esident Marshall Green, “the “The meetings were closed and the *ack °* college identity. Steve
committee has no legal status students on the committee had no Diamond, a Mac 70 staff member
within the university.” real power." noted that there are too many

Ross originally, formed the ,uIn a letter to Ross, Green wrote ^Plainers who aren't willine to 
committee to discuss problems hat Wmters council “is not d anything constructive, 
which might arise in the university Pr®parfd to accept a ) one more cog Jim Cameron, a Mac 70 staff . students last Thursday afternoon replaced the Canadian manlp
pending the release of the Laskin In tbe York administrative wheel, member, noted that Mac council flyin8 m fro,“ of York’s Ministry of Love with the U S stars L
Report. Winters council un- °r b) ,a non-elected super com- was overbudgeted by $3,000 this Sln,?rf 
derstood that the committee would m,tlee It seems the advisory year. “and nobody knows where ,, 11 ,,ew for about 15 minutes before two security officers drove un from
be disbanded immediately after t?l‘Tlm\ttee 15 headed for one or the the money went.” the gatehouse and removed it. The Canadian flag was put in its riehtful
the Laskin Report was made °tberr directions. Things started to get tense P fycaTiSr3^' „
publ'c. Green believes that decision around the polling booths as the EXCALIBUR photographer Jack Meoff, who followed

.=-:hmm=eSe7dsmeSe/ t FP SSW’.TE ftjISCM ,h™“8h

bses.s’ss Mg ‘^£EFsi':F^ldin8,hefla8Spreadoul 'guesssuch as the food services and the . rJ?ed for tbat purpose.” — The turnout. 209 of the more than l 000 (XnaH Cy n° l°tbe P° e m front of the Hum. building, whipped down the
%£**££? VTrl °°™p‘esc™>s a”„ktr„e Sir"""1“ - P«Pj{we~y " ^ h°iS'ed U'1 N”'

council withdrew Miss Rantoul as coûîd be^used^as"a"“c^er^ H 1° Vanier College eight can- undo the^ îeepin^The uTf^nd a"other guy came “P aud tried to

” maUera PerlaMn810 miUee " ' “d,^",,0n to haVe bee" nas -«

The new council will have many 
problems to deal with in the 
year. Many Mac students

new
are s

<r

•r

Excahbur -■ Jack Meoff
Security officers haul down American flag.

And down it comes

the students 
the Central
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Publisher wants $4,200
EXCALIBUR joins YPS sponsoring the

CYSF has yearbook troublesYORK PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 

FIRST ANNUAL COMPETITION
By MIKE SAVAGE Ira Goldhar, editor of the 1968-69 supposed to say anything about it

Where is the York yearbook? yearbook, would not comment on right now." He said he didn't know
The annual guessing game is on the situation. “I’d rather you clear what was happening
again. Council of the York Student it with Stuart Keeley (CYSF’s vice- 
Federation treasurer, Bill Bren- president)," he said. Keeley would 
nan, says the publisher is refusing 
to print the yearbook until CYSF 
pays them $4,200.

Does CYSF owe the money to 
Winnipeg publisher National 
Student Yearbooks Ltd.? “They 
think we do, but we don’t,”
Brennan said Monday. He said the 
matter is now in the hands of* 
lawyers.

— open to all members of the York community —

4
It’s “all rumors and conjecture” 

he said, but he felt that afternot comment.
Tom Harrison, National Student talking to a few people including 

Yearbooks’ representative in the yearbook editor, he would be 
Toronto, said Tuesday, “I’m not able to make a statement.

Winter Carnival is offV

8 l A
member of the UBC,

There will not be a Winter Carnival was intended both as a
weekend to give us “the best

Mostly for reasons of lack of calibre of social entertainment 
Brennan said the root of the support and administrative dif- that York could afford" and to give

problem lies in last year s hassle ficulties, the Winter Carnival the Undergraduate Business
over e year ook. planned for February by the Un- Council some practical experience

dergraduate Business Council has and exercise, 
been put off until at least next year.

The carnival was to have en
compassed a weekend of varied 
social and athletic. events
culminating in two concerts by a lack ?[ cooperation on the part of 
big name group such as Step- ^ork s administration. He was 
penwolf. The projected budget for specifically upset with Physical
the entire weekend was in the Planl “who seem to have more
neighborhood of $20,000 plus control of the university and its

Getting financial support was facilities than the people paying to 
difficult, especially after Festival ^ere- 
lost $7,000 at the end of October.
Funds were sought from the the Tait McKenzie Building staff 
various councils on campus: CYSF for telling Winter Carnival not to 
couldn't afford anything but they advertise outside the university 
made the same arrangement as because they were afraid of 
with Festival, to cover any loss vandalism at the very same time 
above $1,000; Vanier turned them as the gym was having many non
down flat; Winters supported the York people attending high school

basketball and other activities.
Regardless of whom you choose 

to blame, there will still be no 
According to Keith Blackwell, a Winter Carnival this year.

By MEL LUBEK Winter

Carnival at York this year.

J " I

The editor of the yearbook last 
year was Ted Collis who was at
tending the University of Western 
Ontario. In a front-page story in 
EXCALIBUR last January Collis 
blamed the publisher for the delay 
in delivery, the publisher blamed 
Collis, and the result was just one 
big bureaucratic mess.

Blackwell went on to suggest 
that one basic problem leading to 
Winter Carnival's demise was the<

Brennan feels the bill of $4,200 
belongs to Collis, but somehow the 
bill has been charged to CYSF. For 
one thing, Brennan said, Collis 
"never got permission from the 
student administrative council" to 
put out a yearbook. There was no 
central student government at that 
time.

Also centred out for blame wasCategories are:

B & W prints 
Colour prints 
Colour transparencies

THREE PRIZE WINNERS IN EACH 
CATEGORY

idea but had no available funds; 
both Founders and McLaughlin 
gave $2,000 apiece.

Solnicki, Gord 8, BregmanFee: 50c per entry
Print size: Minimum 5 by 7 in.
Entries accepted: Rm 70 TOB or EXCALIBUR office

presents

THE
Deserters get $200CONTEST CLOSES FEB. 27, 1970 BYRDS

Entrants may submit comments with photos, winners will 
be announced on March 19 in EXCALIBUR.

The Council of the York Student 
Federation Tuesday voted to give 
$200 to a Toronto committee aiding 
U.S. armed forces deserters.

Anne Ross, a Canadian with the 
American Deserters Committee, 
had asked for $400 to help provide 
emergency accommodation, 
counselling services and financial 
aid for deserters coming to the 
city.

She told the council that 
deserters are coming to Toronto at 
a rate of 100 per week during rush 
periods.

Often they do not bring all the 
required papers with which to seek 
landed immigrant status and must 
therefore remain unemployed for 
up to two months until they achieve 
such status.

The newly formed committee 
was set up to help them during this 
interim period, she said.

A deserter named Vince told the 
councillors of his experience at a 
San Diego marine base.

He said his platoon commander 
had just come back from Vietnam 
and was complaining that he 
hadn't killed anyone for two 
months — and he wanted to.

To satisfy his urge, the platoon 
commander attacked Vince and 
broke his arm.

Mrs. Ross says such violent 
tendencies are not uncommon 
among U.S. servicemen.

She says Vietnam veterans have 
told her that such incidents as the 
My Lai massacre are not in
frequent. "It happens every day as 
a matter of policy," she said.

TEEGARDEN 
& VAN WINKLE

MAUREY HAYDEN
PRIZES include:

Canada: A year of t.ie land, courtesy YORK UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORES
A radiant projection screen, courtesy ANGLOPHOTO LTD. 
Agfa chrome colour film (proc. incl.), courtesy PHOTO 
IMPORTING AGENCIES
A selection of magazines, courtesy UNITED CIGAR 
STORE, Central Square

SUNDAY FEB. 1 
ONE SHOW ONLY 

8: (Ml I’.Vl 
MASSEY HALL 
Tickets: $5 — $4 — $:(

Radio York 
managerless

available at:
Sam the Record Man 
Massey Hall Box Office

SPECIAL
ADVERTISING
RATES

Vanier student Bob Wolfe 
resigned Thursday as Radio 
York's station manager after a 
policy dispute. Other staff, in
cluding former news director 
Kandy Biggs, also resigned. “I 
refuse to be associated with some 
of the directions this station is 
taking," Wolfe said Friday. He 
declined comment on the station’s 
policy or its new “directions." 
Wolfe had planned to quit as 
station manager Feb. 10, after the 
election of a new manager. He will 
remain with the station as a disc 
jockey.

Classifiedfor campus and 
student organizations:r TOWN HOUSES TO LET: flexible leases, 

Jane Finch area. Finished recreation room, 
pool, near schools and shopping plaza. Phone 
638 1421.

TYPING: done at home. Keele and Finch 
area. Call 633 7594.
TYPING: done at home, essays, thesis, etc 
Call 742 8892.
TYPING: done quickly and neatly. Pickup NEEDED: 150 undergrad males for 2 ex 
and delivery service available. Phone 247 6014. periments in Political Campaigning and 
TYPING: done at home. Reasonable rates. Bargaining from now until the end of March. 
Essays, thesis. Telephone 481 3236. Takes 2 hours, pay $4.00. Call Paulette at 633
FAST ACCURATE HOME TYPING: Call 884 8588 or s'9n up in 708 Ross Bldg.
6526. Keep this number for future use. YORK liniuetositv d, avcdc
TRAVFi i I m r im cnoriDco . tukk UNIVERSITY PLAYERS: requires a

ES3SF3T# B3SS53&SKS
GIVING AWAY: 2 budgies. The only 
requirement is a good home. Call 636 9794.

column inch 
eighth page 
quarter page 
half page 
full page 
repeat 
insertion

$ 2.80 
28.00 
54.00 

110.00 
180.00

25% off

monday preceeding 
publication date

copy
deadline

Steve 633 3117.
HOME TYPING: Kipling and Albion area Ten 
years of secretarial experience. 30c per page 
for double spaced and 50c per page for single 
spaced. Fixed rates for longer assignments. 
Call Mrs. Andrews at 741 3626.

FOR SALE: Garrard (Type A) Turntable. 
Including: stylus pressure gauge base, single, 
multiple and 45 spindles, ' New Empire 
magnetic cartridge ($20.00). Selling because 
received a new one for Christmas. $50.00 or 
besl otter. Call Chuck 635 2444 or 630 3092 
SUBLET : 3 bedroom unfurnished town house 
Jane Finch area. Phone 635 6329 between 9 
a.m. 2 p.m.

phone
635-3800

excalibur
advertising. CHARTER FLIGHTS TO LONDON: 

$175' $180. contact Mrs. Willis S763 M.G. Ross 
Bldg , 635 2595.
GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone today 
lor free booklet "The day you buy a diamond" 
H Proctor & Co., 131 Bloor Street West, Suite 
4’6. 9217702
ÉCOLE MONTESSORI : Cherché

NOTICE: If you are a parent who cannot wait 
for the school system to change or if you know 

surveillants of any such people — A NEW SCHOOL group 
parlant Français pour son camp d'été. will meet Friday January 23, at 8:30 p.m., 3170 
Téléphone 889 6882. Bathurst Street. Guest speaker Lloyd Den
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION nison. For further information call 445 0103, 
welcomes you every Tuesday af their 445 8781. 
testimony meetings. Vanier 102 6 p.m.y MISSING: One cute, young but nameless chick 
WANTED: Waitresses for the Sand box — «Scottish Background) who couldn't locate a 
Winters College Coffee Shop. Apply Friday or long-haired Japanese guy for me in front of 
Monday 2:00 p.m. Salary negotiable. Massey Hall last Saturday night. Phone or

write Eric. 409 Huron. 921 1358.
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YUFA wants 20% hike

Tuition might jump 
—profs are blamed

By JOHN KING
Tuition fees might go up next 

year and Bruce Parkes, York’s 
vice-president in charge of 
finances, lays the blame on the 
faculty.

In an interview with Radio York 
Tuesday, Parkes said the 
possibility of a tqition fee increase 
had not been discussed, but that it 
was “a definite possibility.”

Parkes said that if faculty 
members pushed for a wage hike 
along the lines of the package 
suggestion by the Ontario Con
federation of University Faculty 
Associations, York’s funds might 
be stretched too thin. He said the 
problem could be avoided if the 
provincial government were to 
increase the university’s annual 
grant.

“It’s always useful to put the 
blame on a price rise,” York 
University Faculty Association 
information officer Ted Olson said 
yesterday. “We had not proposed 
that tuition fees go up.”

Olson, also acting chairman of 
social science, said the OCUFA 
package would work out to a pay 
increase of “about 20 per cent.” 
The association won a 10 per cent 
pay increase for continuing faculty 
last February.

YUFA president Wesley Coons 
said he wouldn’t feel guilty about a 
tuition increase next year if he got

his salary increase. “It’s part of 
bargaining," he said yesterday.

Tuition fee increases of from $2 
to $44 for next year at the 
University of Toronto were an
nounced this week.

Olson said YUFA is “only at the 
most general beginnings of a 
negotiation with the board” so far, 
but he hoped the negotiations 
would work out well. “We trust 
that it will be a gentlemanly 
proceeding,” he said.

Last February YUFA nearly 
pulled off a walkout when the 
board would not come to an ac
ceptable compromise with the 
faculty association. A compromise 
giving YUFA access to the York 
budget and a guaranteed 10 per 
cent pay increase for continuing 
faculty (they had asked lor 18 per 
cent ) was worked out three days 
before the planned walkout.
“We’d just like to get up to the 

other professionals” in wage 
scales, Olson said yesterday. “No! 
only do plumbers make more 
money than we do, ” but so do high 
school teachers, he said.

Faculty associations at the 
University of Toronto and the 
University of Western Ontario are 
also pushing for pay hikes this 
week. Faculty at U of T want a 22 
peer cent increase; Western 
professors are looking for a hike of 
17 per cent.
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Excalibur - - Harry KitzIT'S AS GOOD AS A RACETRACK
When that scaffolding comes off the 
Central Library the whole weight of its 
tilevered roof will fall on the foundations. The 
contractors know that and have planned for it. 
But they ran across some unfirm- terra firma

when they laid the foundations, so nobody 
knows how far it will fall. The plans say eight 
inches; some people in physical plant won't 
agree. They've got a pool going now — whoever 
guesses the right drop wins the pot.

new
can-

How the presidential search developed
By JOHN ADAMS

The following is an attempt to piece together a history 
of the search for a new president at York University.

December, 1968 — Murray G. Ross, 58, writes William 
Pearson Scott, chairman of the board of

phasize the areas of disagreement.):
1. Search committee will report to a ‘closed’ meeting 

of senate.
2. Afterwards senators would vote their preference bv 

secret ballot.

Dec. 9 — EXCALIBUR and The Globe and Mail report 
that the search committee has selected and recommends 
Jack Saywell, Michael Oliver, and Albert Allen, for 
president. No one ever denies the accuracy of these 
stories. (The board chairman, Scott, writes the three to 
apologize for any embarrassment caused by the leak.)

Michael Oliver calls William Farr, university 
secretary, around 1:30 p.m. to ask that his name be 
removed from the list. No one tells senate of this.

Senate meets and despite a substantial minority 
reverses its position of Sept. 25 and approves the revised 
selection procedure.

Ross as senate chairman says the search committee 
has not yet reported to the Board. Science dean Harold 
Schiff, a search committee member, tells senate the 
report was given to the board chairman.

Senate debates and rejects a proposal for its 
preferential ballot. It refers the ballot back to its 
executive committee.

Dec. is — Senate meets specially to approve the form 
of its preferential ballot. It first defeats (18-19) a motion to 
refer the ballot back to its executive committee, and then 
defeats a motion to adopt the ballot recommended by the 
executive committee (18-18). Everyone then agrees to 
refer the ballot back to the executive committee.

Jan. 3, 1970 — Justice Bora Laskin, search committee 
chairman, returns to Canada.

Jan. 5 — Arts dean John Saywell withdraws from the 
selection charging the procedures are “unwise, if not 
disastrous ’. He writes in a letter to the university 
secretary that senate should have “the preponderant say” 
in the selection. He criticizes the secrecy of the selection 
procedure. He calls it “a procedure which ensures that the 
new president . . . will take office under a cloud.” The 
procedure has left “suspicion and mistrust on all sides, 
and a flood of rumor, fabrications and slander. . . I do not 
wish to be a candidate for any position where rumors do 
not have to face the light of day, where whispered ac
cusations cannot be answered and accusers have only 
their own conscience to live with. . .”

Jan. 8 — U of T arts dean Albert Allen withdraws and 
tells The Globe and Mail that the new president should be 
chosen by a committee representing all parts of the 
university — students, faculty, senate and board. “It 
would be foolish to take it on unless one could feel very 
well assured of general support and sympathy throughout 
the university," he said. Allen said the present procedure 
had failed to “take into account the needs of all parts of 
the university.”

Both Allen and Saywell leave open the possibility they 
would accept renomination if the selection procedure is 
changed to overcome their objections.

Jan. 12 — Board meets and after a two-hour discussion 
decides to ask the search committee to look for 
candidates. Strong dissent appears within the board for 
the first time over what is the best course to adopt.

Jan. 13 — Senate executive committee meets and 
agrees to let the search committee draft a preferential 
ballot for senate and define the meaning of ‘broad sup
port’. It also decides to invite Justice Bora Laskin. search 
committee chairman, to speak lo senate on the selection 
procedure.

Jan. 17 — Search committee meets and discusses how 
to interpret the ambiguities in the selection procedure as 
approved earlier by senate and board.

Jan. 22 —Senate meets. Laskin speaks and

governors,
stating his plan to retire as university president in 1970.

Feb. io, 1969 — Board meets and accepts Ross’ 
resignation, effective June 30, 1970.

Feb. 19 — Board and senate executive committees 
meet together and Scott tells of Ross’ retirement. They 
agree to set up a search committee of three governors 
chosen by the board and three senators chosen by the 
senate with one of the governors as chairman. No ob
jections are raised to a suggestion to include students on 
it. The search committee would recommend between 
three and five candidates to the board which would ap
point one as president.

Feb. 27 — Senate meets and approves the agreement of 
Feb. 19. The council of the York Student Federation meets 
and expresses its discontent with the lack of consultation 
with students about the search committee and lack of 
students on it. CYSF suggests a committee of equal 
numbers of students and faculty with a governor as 
chairman to make a recommendation of a candidate to 
the board. Meetings of this committee should be open.

Mar. ll) — Board meets, hears the appeal of Paul 
Koster, CYSF president, for students on the search 
committee, agrees in principle and then selects its three 
members.

3. Only the chairman of the search committee would 
know the results of the senate ballot.

4. The board would be guided but not bound by the 
senate ballot results.

(Dr. Ross suggests that senate be asked to delegate its 
authority to be ‘consulted’ by the board to its executive 
committee but the idea is dropped.)

Sept. 8 — Board meets and accepts these selection 
procedures. Also the board designates Dennis Healy, 58, 
vice-president (academic) to act as president during the 
absence of Ross who was then hospitalized for surgery. 
The board states it is doing this by the power granted to it 
in Article 13 (3) of the York University Act ( 1965 ).

The act reads : “The board may appoint one or more 
vice-presidents who shall have such powers and duties as 
may be conferred on him or them by the president, and 
one vice-president shall act as president when the 
president is absent and, while so acting, he has all the 
powers and duties of the president. (1965, c. 143, s. 13.)

Sept. 25 — Senate meets and amends the recommended 
selection procedure as follows:

1. Senate will hear and discuss the search committee 
report in an open meeting,

2. Chairman of the search committee will report to 
senate the results of its preferential ballot on the can
didates recommended by the search committee.

Oct. 14 —Board meets and does nothing about senate’s 
amendments to the selection procedure voted on Sept. 25.

Oct. 18 — Dennis Healy, acting president, announces 
his acceptance of an offer to become president and vice- 
chancellor of Bishop’s University in Lennoxville, Quebec. 
(1,100 liberal arts, English-speaking students.) He will 
resign from York effective June 30, 1970.

Nov. 10—Board meets and does nothing about senate’s 
amendments to the selection procedure voted on Sept. 25.

Nov. 27 — Scott receives the report of the search 
committee signed by Justice Bora Laskin.

Dec-4 — Board and senate executive committees meet 
jointly to resolve the differences in the selection 
procedures voted by the board on Sept. 8 and the senate on 
Sept. 25. After an hour’s debate Scott agrees to withdraw 
his suggestions for a new procedure that would allow the 
board to add names to the list which he introduced 
because "senate

Mar. 12 — Senate executive committee, after 
sultation by telephone, agrees to add three students.

Mar. l.t Scott formally announces establishment of 
the search committee, its terms of reference

con-

(“to
recommend names to the board of governors of suitable 
persons. ’), its members (three governors, three 
senators, and three students) and its chairman. Justice 
Bora Laskin (a governor).

Mar. 27 — Senate meets and approves the recom
mendations of its nominating committee for a slate of 
candidates senate will vote on afterwards to choose its 
three members of the search committee. They are D.J. 
Baum, professor, Osgoode; Michael Créai, professor, 
Atkinson and arts and science; George Edwards! 
prolessor, administrative studies ; Jack Granatstein 
assistant professor, A and S; David Hoffman, associate 
professor, A and S; Harold Schiff, dean, science; and 
Albert Tucker, professor, Glendon.

Apr. 14 — Board meets and approves adding one 
representative from YUFA to the search committee.

Apr. 15 — William Farr, secretary of the university, 
writes to all senators to tell them that senate has elected 
Michael Créai, Harold Schiff and Albert Tucker to the 
search committee.

May 26 —Search committee meets for first time after 
meeting informally in early May. Wesley Coons, president 
of YUFA is formally added as the YUFA representative. 
They decide to start soliciting nominations (send out 750 ’ 
letters) and to draft a criteria to assess nominations. Five 
meetings arc held to consider the criteria. Two presidents 
of Ontario universities and representatives of the 
Canadian Association of University Teachers and the 
Ontario Union of Students are consulted.

June 26 — Board and senate executive committees 
meet jointly and agree unanimously (according to Scott’s 
letter of Dec. 11, 1969 to all senators) to the following 
selection procedures. (They have been edited to

saw fit to reject the agreed-upon 
procedure on Sept. 25.” After almost four hours they 
agree unanimously (according to Scott’s letter of Dec. 11 
to all senators) to the following recommendations :

1. Senate will hear and discuss the search committee 
report in a ‘closed’ session, although the senators point out 
and the governors agree that the meeting cannot possibly 
be closed , that there is no way to stop news leaking out.

2. The results of the senate preferential ballot will be 
known only to the chairman of the search committee and 
the board. The board affirms that it would consider ‘broad 
support’ by senate as an essential criterion for the ap
pointment of any candidate. No one bothers to define 
"broad support’.

Dec. 6-7 — Chairman of the search committee flies to 
England for a month.

Dec. 8 — Board meets and accepts the revised selec
tion procedure.
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Church attacked
World BriefsGroup wants funds used better

By JEFF FINKELSTEIN is seeking to present the the Canadian Council of Churches 
The first of a series of proposed congregations of several major and the Canadian Catholic Con- 

controntations between the churches in the downtown area ference. In mid-July, they issued a 
Atkinson College-based activist with the results of their research report urging such measures as 
group Responsible Action Now and into the churches’ wealth more efficient use of church lands 
the various church establishments distribution and management. and buildings and donation of
"’ran"0 mde?a?heen orovtional RAN. claims that the churches "seed money” for anti-poverty
leadership of W E Mann a are irresponsible in the use of their P™>eC » 'TTT h£Tlg’ , nr h hi ^ u , (CUP,1 ’ 7 California governor Ronald Reagan will 
professor of soLLv at Atkinson financial and real estate resources. MTh,e Ro™an Catholic _ Bishop of probably double tuition costs at the nine-campus University of California 
pi otessor ot sociology at Atkinson, Fq|. £ , th Anglican Church Montreal has already joined this over the next two years, making good one of his campaign promises. Fees

in Toronto has $10-million invested ",endl by Pr™di"g $f10®;000 °[ would rise to $480 from $300 for California residents and to $660 a year 
, in trust funds and its money church ,ands f°r tbe f'edmg of later. Non-res,dent tees would rise from $1,200 to $1,680 and to $1,860 a

Women S group managers are content to finance ™amty WOrkerS t0 a,d lhe Poor f.flate7 Tbef,tu,tl°n fees ‘nc/(rase which would come into effect by next 9 ^ church operations primarily ol,lh® diocese. fall would shift millions of dollars in education costs away from cor-
beina nraanized through the accrued interest. • In Toronto; however, the R.A.N Porations and upper-class Californians, one of the university’s regentsWiny %Jiyaill£Cll b is encountering significant said, onto “rank-and-file" parents. Associates of university president

g Mann claims that this income is, resistance in even presenting this Ç.J. Hitch have indicated the fee increase will be approved in order toOH ïïOrk Campus ,or lhe most part, sufficient to evidence of the financial and social forestall more drastic action by the Reagan administration, which has
~ cover only basic operating costs irresponsibility to various im- already made huge cuts in the university budget.

About 20 York women met in the such as building maintenance and portant congregations in this area. _________________ _____
daycare centre in Winters College clerical salaries. He believes that In their first, and to date only,
on Tuesday to organize a campus- if the church is to assume its social attempt at gaining permission to / / Ç nnllesna h/iar/e btnr\r\inr
wide women’s liberation and welfare responsibilities then speak at the large Sunday service OC///C7C/C7 //crCfC/o llcIfJfJIGl
movement. its huge capital should be directly of a major church (Metropolitan HOUSTON Tpv rriTPii _ a fûQi;ri„ ,

Most of the discussion did not used for community programs. United) they weré refused. campus administrators nrevailert at the an l °FS °Ver, ,f°r
centre around what structures the The group was not even allowed Prevailed at the annual convention of the
new group would adopt but rather R.A.N.’s research has also found to speak for 10 minutes at the view is ihai ha encan u0),^65' wtl,1<rh ended here last week. “My own
around the lack of birth control that large amounts of the chur- coffee period following the ser- Rinnstein aHm ^ re.acbed tbe crest m student disputes,” said Edward
information and materials and also ches’ wealth is further tied up in vices. R.A.N. was however, per- meeiinP ià«t vph'I"'Stratl0n Presidenj. of Bennington College. “At this
the inadequacies of existing the valuable land and extravagant milled to send a representative to seen TTiev xL 1 yoa saw the most frightened group of men you've ever 
abortion laws. buildings which they own. The address the — nnKi'Æh<ing/ve7°ne for adv,>ce, '"eluding the bootblack

After sharing personal ex- Metropolitan United Church, for meeting in February § 8 the hotek But we do not see that today-we are beginning to meet
periences and hearing of the instance, at the corner of Queen The group has decided to con- felt confidence were^ Am°ng factors Clted as contributing to the new-
widespread ignorance that both and Church Streets, is evaluated at front Metropolitan United’s _ f .. • . j.

Z5? tod,ma„nd7™»tw' Z ,4 mi"‘0n Sr a”,dh T**?"'* ~«■STJESU and mUar-TLlfZ SS "m°re COnS,rUCllVe" Pro,6StS' am—,,,

work in this area P church buildings are not even lhe church durmg ,he mornmg — greater administration preoccupation with money in the face of a
The women also agreed to help being used to the full potential - to Ambers of R A N mav trv to governmfent and private funds for education,

set up and operate a birth control house, '^Portant community en^fee chîrchand sS o the °"?- coaferen(ce delegate was disappointed by the apparent
information centre on campus Pro^cts Mana noted that on one conBr " and speak t0 the decrease in anti-administration activity on campus: George Wald, Nobel

Tuesday's meeting was the first day he found tbn7 churches whose Re started as a social action m8'5/ Harvard ^ald has argued that students are
of this term. Future meetings will doors were locked. It was just past UJ |as'™ S based on fee at ,tacks °na corrupted older generation. “When it gets
be advertised in EXCALIBUR. noon on a Sunday- desme of a nurnbe? of recent S students Wl11 g° into the streets again,’’ he
Phone 964-8271 after 6 p.m. for Similar criticisms of church sociology graduates of Atkinson 
more information. policy have been acknowledged by College to apply their knowledge

_ and themselves to the problems of 
, the real world.

Under the leadership of Mann, a
long-time activist and ordained , „ ... m . ,
Anglican minister, they began to R , c, , Ca d- (CUPI) — Two sociology professors at Long
consider possible solutions to the , ach S ale College who showed nude models and a stag film to their 
fact of poverty flas® W|H Pr°hably face charges of unprofessional conduct, college of-

They decided more responsible !Cia*S sa;v' Danald Rob7tson and Marion Steele were suspended from
use of fiscal and real estate he taculty after a coeducational class in “social myths in American

Daniel Cohn-Bendit, student non-leader in the French revolt of May- resources by institutions such as society" In the class- the models — two men and two women — assumed 
June, 1968, arrived in Toronto Tuesday after spending four days in churches wealthy cornorations poses of nine life"size nude statues banned from campus last spring The
Moati:ealD u and foundations would directly ^‘UeS’ maste'"’S thesis vrork of a graduale student in art, depict such

Cohn-Bendit, dubbed “Danny-the-Red because of his red hair by the work to alleviate the problem scenes as a nude woman leaning out of a television set and a male and
international press during the May rebellion, spent yesterday afternoon Mann says the group aims'“to ,emale slouching in chairs. The stag movie was one of three movies
taping a program for the Canadian Television Network’s “Face-to-Face” force major institutions of wealthy simuHnneously shown during the class. The other two were an animated
senAeuu u .u ,, resources to give more'reality by p? onbuman reproduction and a training film of the nearby Downey

Although the 25-year-old student activist is still persona non grata in their public behavior to our liberal Po ice DePai'tment on the handling of civil disorders. Robertson said the 
France — during a one-hour stopover in Paris on his Frankfurt-to- democratic ideals of justice Purpose of the lecture was to illustrate that violence and killing are more 
Montreal flight he was not allowed to step off the plane — Cohn-Bendit equality and fraternity for all ” ’ °bsSenle1 lhan frank sex- “0ur society ignores glaring obscenities ... and 
whisked through Canadian customs and immigration in 15 minutes. The group decided churches piiUdLS, y focuses on sex-’’ he told the class. “This produces hangups

He was met at Dorval airport in Montreal by former McGill political with their traditional interest in which keep mill,ons from enjoying genuine sexual pleasure and makes 
science lecturer Stanley Gray and immediately retired into seclusion. social welfare should be the our ent,re world obscene.”

In the House of Commons Tuesday Conservative MP Steve Paproski starting point in their campaign for 
described Cohn-Bendit as a trouble-maker” and suggested he be the réévaluation of institutional 
deported. priorities.

Tuitions up in California?

Obscene lecture causes fiurryDaniel Cohn-Bendit 
arrives in Toronto

CYSF candidatesLEADERSHIP
PRESIDENT 

Paul Axelrod (Wit) 
David Beatty (Mil) 
Dennis Lomas (Fl) 
George Orr (Vlll) 
Gerry Zahler (Wll)

McLaughlinin Business 
Government 
Public Service

Tim Delaney 
Bill Dolman
Antonio DiSelice 
Mike Fletcher 
Mike Grosney 
Elliot StromVICE-PRESIDENT 

Jim Chisholm (Wll)
Karen Hood (Fll)
Alan Morinis (Fll)
Alan Shefman (Mil)

COLLEGE E’
Liz Mitchell 
Peter Short 
Neil Sinclair 
Tony WagnerManagement education for 

creative leadership

Join the WHARTON GRADUATE 
PROGRAMME (MBA)
(University of Pennsylvania)

FOUNDERS (acclaimed) 
Ken Hundert 
Rob Lowes 
Janis McCall

MBA (acclaimed) 
Dennis Charbonneau 
Greg Hurd 
Dan StirlingVANIER

Randy Gouge 
John Laskin 
David Olson 
Doug Owens

GRADS
nobody running; 
nominations open 
until tomorrowA Representative of the

WHARTON SCHOOL OF FINANCE AND COMMERCE 
will be conducting interviews on campus

THURSDAY, JANUARY 29

contact your Placement office 
for an appointment.

WINTERS
James Bull 
Carolyn Fowler 
Joe Polonsky 
Andy Stoddart 
Howard Vernon

Would all presidential and vice- 
presidential candidates please 
contact EXCALIBUR today and 
tomorrow. Ask for John King.
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Early dosing hours set for campus

Loyola rehires 27 fired profs; crisis cooled
adm?nis[raUonLat( Loyola College rallv^nrMhe^ facult-v"student Following the announcement, 
has suspended letters of non new’™?! announcement of Loyola dean of students Roderick
faculTy1 membnerrsaCtaiSdSUeont0th2e ^ CamPtUS1' ^ °

s- ‘«Xos,m,rCa,h„,,c Institution’s current ISSf-M Malone, -recent

In a statement issued late StuderVS wh° have not paid their -evens" at Loyola indicated current 
Tuesday the Lovola ad f^cond-term tuition fees to withold rules governing behavior at the 
ministration said the right of ap- fhe m°"e,y in„ Protf1 a8ainst the college were “inadequate.” 
peal granted to the dismissed *firm® of ‘he 27 Pr°fessors. ‘ The administration of the
faculty ‘‘suspends the effect” of Immediately following the rally college has the responsibility. . .to 
the letters — de facto firings — about 75 students filed over to the make and enforce such rules and 
issued Dec. 15. Loyola bursar’s office to demand a regulations as may be necessary or

More important to Loyola *25 refund on their fees — their desirable to insure the proper 
faculty, the administration agreed aPProximation of the portion of functioning of the physical 
to renegotiate the membership of tu,tion ,ost during the ad- facilities used by the college 
the college’s committee on ap- ministration’s one-week ban on community,” Malone said, 
pointments, rank and tenure, the c*asses- Shearer said Malone could
body which would hear appeals The one-week ban was an- enJPower college lawyers to obtain 

Currently, CART is made up of nounced to ‘‘facilitate a freer and a «^porary injunction from the 
administration vice-president more profitable exchange of views £n,el. justice of the Quebec 
(academic) Jack O'Brien and five of all concerned” with the current superior Court to oust protesters 
administration appointees crisis. college property.

-SSÏÏ3Ï5 Malone En/Æ ££Z

ESEE= ÜP=
xf e::e: : &***--be-»
blessing of one-man provincial 
investigating team, Harry Meyer, 
who said he was “pleased to note 
the areas of agreement among the 
parties which will considerably 
facilitate my work.”

Withdrawal of the letters of
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- Varsity

Students and faculty members file out of Loyola's administration 
building last week after the Loyola president called riot police on 
campus to end a five-day-old sit-in.Ryerson newspaper 

might be shut downnon
renewal of contract has been the

rar ï* szs Krsü-ssr ass rai ademand made by 400 protesters newspaper, The Eyeopener, and to meeting b d f governors 
who sat-in in front of ad- set up another student paper with a
ministration president Patrick new staff if the newspaper does not Ke|ly s lawyers threatened libel 
Malone’s office in the Loyola ad- change its editorial policy aclion against the newspaper two
ministration building until ousted n„ a n , weeks ago after the paperby riot police last Monday David Cromb,e made the threat published a light satire on how

campus EEfe & Xpen/Fr^neX ^ SS^SSSTSX? !o°

college opened again Monday with Sard" membetZge^ ctt! KAT”1 W“S re'raC“ M

C,-omble outlined (our actions emphasilTrefom to“ '° ,h=ir

ÊEETh ■ . . ' . while agreeing to return student representatives to a joint student-facultv
-The administration might sue caucus which previously ruled the department by concensus Students

the student union for any libelous withdrew from the caucus last Monday after faculty unilaterally
articles m The Eyeopener; dissolved the body and then attempted to reconstitute it w,Z!t

— The administration might take sultin§ ,he students. Neither side is in favor of the current concensus
action against the paper for any P1 ocedure. but many faculty would like to see the caucus originallv
offences of the Obscenity Act; ' lar'ned 0,1 a paiity basis, replaced by a formal structure in which
- The administration might sludenls would haye only one-third representation,

write to all The Eyeopener’s ad
vertisers, encouraging them to 
withdraw their contracts, ef
fectively killing the paper;

Canada Briefs

Soc. students change tactics

Great display
of

Wash 7? Wear Wigs con-

St. Mary's gets curfew gciards
HALIFAX — The administration of St. Marv's University has talmn

in
Two advertisers — Fran’s u™?;d adl^mistratlon regulations last November, claiming the right to 

Restaurant and the Wig Mart - “!? n'ï ,ïeir owr\rules. Their protest ended when the administration 
cancelled their contracts with The expelled three coeds tor returning to their dormitories after curfew 
Eyeopener last week after hearing ?U'’u Administration officials refused to comment on the new policy 
the administration threats WUC,1 ^ revealed to residents in a letter delivered during the'Christ- 
Eyeopener advertising manager mas hol‘days.
Rod Corrigan polled his ad-----------------------------------------

at the very Special Price of
$22m SScomplete

These KANEKALON Synthetic Fibre Wigs 
are non-flammable and sell regularly for 
$29.95. Our Special low Price includes 
Ontario Sales Tax.
Many different colours to choose from
STUDENTS SPECIAL:

Comb out
PRICE LIST:

Shampoo and set $3.00 
Haircuts

Short of jurors; trail stalledvertisers last week and found that 
most of them would not object to 
the newspaper printing ob
scenities.

even

ip#! pfifiiillii
proceedings of The Eyeopener defence request that the sheriff be advised to hesitate to seek iurors 
answering charges of libel and among Montreal’s black community. K juiors
obscenity. _____________

$1.25 (short hair) $2.00 (long hair)

Retouch $7.00 
Permanents $8.00 and up$2.00

Barred McGill students returnSPECIAL OFFER
20% off on all regular prices until 
February 4, only. z Pierced 0 

rdEarcirys
Tf-rontri'v brnrsl and fmrsl 

CArrinr)-,

MONTREAL —M„r;,| , T Eric Hoffman and Arnold August were back on the

SnlEf " a^‘ni7al^^ t0hemtom7eUcamp0uPs

hv h? M rm assau" brought against ‘hem last Monday are dealt with 
suspended VadmimsfraS dea°n" CD. s'ohfaïïie'reqùes.^f studeiî

ssnstiss M„%i„z°mwKSe,d„dask on ,,,e
student union building.

centre for

CAMPUS
HOUSE OF BEAUTY

YORK CAMPUS • CENTRAL SQUARE

srlfcliOn of rirrcrd
^HYGIENIC EAR 

r PIERCING service

LEO AWIN Newell,, 4
GeMtmith 

ClfITIU Hmmit JEWEL RT 
229 failli, Suit» ?0S 

Car Shwfrr FM t-SIII 
WORK DONE IN OWN STUDIO

%
Open 9 am to 6 pm Mon - Wed 

9 am to 8 pm Thu & Fri 
9 am to 2 pm Sat

For appointment call Dona Ido at 633-6150 manager of the

Canadian University Press
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Reply to Saywell

Canada needs relevant 

before we’ll get Canadian profs

courses

By W.E. MANN 
Sociology 

Atkinson College
I was very interested in the issue of EXCALIBUR 

dated Jan. 8, devoted to York as a “branch plant” 
university. In particular I wanted to comment on 
the interview with Dean John Saywell.

Firstly, he stated early in the interview that “the 
first PhD in Canada I think to be credited to 
sociology was the University of Toronto in ’61 or 
’62. ” It so happens that I got my PhD in Sociology at 
the U of T in the early 50s and one other was 
awarded in 1960.

Of course, Dean Saywell can’t be put down for 
this lack of information because as a member of the 
history faculty at the U of T he likely had very little 
to do with the department of sociology during this 
period.

Indeed most people at Toronto tended to get 
isolated at that time in their departments and were 
not too au courant with developments in fairly 
cognate fields. In my case I would have no idea how 
many PhDs were graduated in history during the 
50s, or when the first one finished up at the U of T.

At Toronto, where I took my BA in 1942 and had 
some faculty association for years afterward, the 
anthropologists and the sociologists it seemed were 
hardly on speaking terms, so one just did not know 
too much about what was happening in another 
department, even that close.

/Vo shortage
The impression is given in the interview with 

Dean Saywell that there haven’t been enough 
competent sociologists to fill up the openings at 
York or other Canadian universities and therefore 
hiring simply had to be done in the United States. 
While this may be true in certain areas of 
country, it can be questioned here.

I might point out that at Atkinson College 
have, in our eight-person faculty, five Canadians 
and two Americans and one man who has been in 
Canada for many years and so can be counted as a 
Canadian. When I served as chairman of the 
sociology program at Atkinson I had no difficulty in 
getting a number of sociologists who 
Canadian to teach part-time or full-time and the 
same situation is true in our hiring for next year; 
we know we can get Canadians to meet our need 
and we know where others are available.

This is bound up with the fact that both 
present chairman, Stewart Crysdale, and myself 
were born in Canada, and have travelled across the 
country numerous times and know something of 
Canadian graduate departments and of Canadians 
now studying in the USA who want to return.

When one has an American department chair
man, whose contacts are practically all in the USA, 
he can’t be expected to know what is going on in this 
country without making a very strong effort by 
travelling and corresponding to discover people. All 
this takes time and money.

So this man with few Canadian contacts, will hear 
about new faculty possibilities mainly by his 
grapevine to the USA, and will likely fill up his 
department with American-born professors. Things 
could be improved, it seems to me, if American- 
born chairmen of departments were to delegate to a 
committee made up of Canadians and Americans, 
the search for new faculty and let them use both the 
grapevine and well-placed advertisements, plus 
extensive correspondence with chairmen of 
graduate faculties in Canada. (Incidentally I have 
not found that well placed ads for faculty 
tirely a waste of time.)

Some discussions about this issue of faculty 
selection seem to imply that the quality of 
graduates in Canada is often below that of the best 
American universities. Having taught sociology off

Hence, Dean Saywell’s definition of a good 
sociologist or a good historian is related closely to 
his personal and professional perspectives and is 
likely as suspect (of bias) as is mine.

To return to the problem of why we don’t have 
enough Canadian PhDs in sociology in Canada. To 
answer this question one has to examine the 
teaching process of sociology at the main univer
sities of the country, for example, in Toronto, 
McGill and UBC, which have had PhD programs 
for years.

The question arises — why didn’t they arouse 
interest in enough students to move into the 
graduate field and become qualified PhDs? Why 
did some of the most promising students feel they 
had to get their training in Berkeley or Columbia 
and not at these major Canadian institutions?

In this connection I would like to simply add some 
facts from my own experience. In 1942, when I 
graduated from U of T 11 students received a 
honors BA in sociology and in the next year or two 
even more than this number were graduated an
nually.

Yet at a convocation that I went to in the early 
sixties, only seven people at Toronto got a BA in 
honors sociology, and that was a not untypical 
number for that period.

What happened to the teaching of sociology at U 
of T during those years that the number of honor 
course students declined while the university’s 
enrollment at least doubled? What kind of teaching 
went on? Elsewhere one can ask the same kind of 
question, namely why didn’t the number of honors 
sociology students rise steadily and with that 
number of Canadians taking post-graduate 
degrees?
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W.E. Mann

and on for the last 25 years I may be allowed a 
couple of comments about this:

While it is true that places like Berkeley and 
Harvard will produce men of advanced theoretical 
erudition, or men skilled in survey research 
methodology, this is no guarantee that they will be 
able to put across their knowledge so students can 
really understand and use it or that they have any 
sociological imagination of the type C. Wright Mills 
described in his J)ook with that title.

Too often one discovers that going through the 
U.S. PhD mill in the high pressure cooker 
universities severely constrains imagination and 
may actually hamper understanding of current 
social dynamics or how to teach this to eager 
dergraduates.

In fact one runs across distressing stories of 
people who teach sociology with American 
backgrounds, who, while they are bright men, 
to put off their students from sociology for life. (Of 
course this unfortunate habit s not confined to 
American born faculty.)

Experience before PhD
It has been my experience that it is often better — 

from the standpoint of teaching students what 
sociology is and can be, as well as gearing it into the 
mainstream of contemporary life — to hire people 
who may not have had a PhD but do have a good 
MA and some further work towards a doctorate, 
plus, and this is the important thing, some direct 
experience of life.

To me, and I have a strong bias here admittedly, 
it is often better to have people who have worked in 
business or some other part of the society and have 
good training than to take a person with a PhD who 
has gone to school all his life, and has nothing to 
base his theories on but lectures attended and books 
read.

Some of my colleagues will not agree, but this is 
an observation based on 15 or 16 years of teaching. 
In general, I claim that one’s definition of a good 
sociologist is culturally determined (i.e. deter
mined by the sub groups in which one is raised and 
by one’s value perspectives.)

1.
our Wasn’t relevant

It seems to me from my biased position that part 
of the answer to this question — how large a part 
one would only know after some considerable 
research — is that the sociology taught in those 
years was not relevant, to any great extent, to the 
social dilemmas of the students or to the social 
problems of the times.

Rather it was probably taught in terms of purely 
abstract theories, American types of theoretical 
issues, using American materials and accepting the 
so-called “value-free” approach.

Likely very little was said about or done with the 
work of people like Karl Marx or C. Wright Mills. 
And I suspect there was very little stirring of social 
conscience or social concern about contemporary 
Canada, so that the interest of many students 
flagged. Often the students who got through this 
process were those having minimal social in
volvement in our changing world.

In other words it seems to me that the present 
dilemma we are in (with regard to a lack of 
Canadian graduates) can be traced in part to social 
and teaching processes going on within the big 
Canadian universities and their sociology depart
ments back in the forties and fifties.

Let me conclude by saying that I am happy to 
welcome to York the sociologists from the States 
who have come and who are going to make their 
sociology relevant to the concerns and problems of 
our Canadian society. I know some of these 
very well and respect their ability and integrity. We 
will need to accept for some years, numbers of 
American-born teachers and many will make 
valuable contributions.

I do not criticize them nor do I deplore their 
presence, but I do believe we ought to make efforts 
to materially increase the number of Canadian 
teaching sociology and encourage our American- 
born colleagues to add to our limited understanding 
of the sociology of Canadian life by in depth and 
socially-relevant research.
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Mr. Benson’s White Paper 
seriously affects YOUR future

The successful student of today will be more adversely affected than any 
other group of Canadians. You can do something about it if you act NOW.

If the Government White Paper on tax reform becomes law, you will pay about 50% more 
income tax than you would in the United States. The small businessman will be struggling 
just to survive under a 50% tax burden. A young doctor, lawyer, dentist or accountant will 
face great obstacles in starting his own practice.

Are you content to sit back and let these things happen? If not, read the frightening facts 
in this article and make your views known to your Member of Parliament :

The Government White Paper is an ominous document. As it moves rapidly towards 
legislation, only public protest and outcry from concerned Canadians can stop it.

This article is presented by such a group of alarmed Canadians. They come from many 
walks of life. They are opposed, not from a personal point of view (many of them would 
pay less tax under the White Paper), but because of what it holds for Canada and all 
Canadians.

No Canadian can honestly quarrel with the White Paper’s efforts to lower the tax burden 
for people at the low end of the income scale. Or with a tax at a reduced rate on realized 
capital gains. Or with enforcing laws to eliminate tax avoidance schemes and expense 
account abuses.

Will you be able
to go into business for yourself?

Canada has always prided itself on being a land of opportunity for men with 
ideas and enthusiasm. The small businessmen have had tremendous in
centives. And they, in turn, have blossomed into many of our large companies 
today. They have contributed a great deal to the country’s prosperity.
The White Paper will change all that.
The White Paper will make it difficult for the small business man to survive, 
and doubly difficult for him to expand and grow. It may well discourage 
bright young people with ideas from setting out on their own.
Example: Right now the small businessman is entitled to a low tax rate of 
23% on the first $35,000 of taxable income. This gives him the all-important 
cash to put back into his business. This cash is what keeps him afloat, and 
later helps him to grow.
Under the White Paper, he will pay a flat 50% on all taxable income. He will 
have to put out additional thousands of dollars in cash for taxes. Money he 
sorely needs just to survive in the early years.

If you're in law or medicine, 
will you ever be able 

to set up your own practice?
But the White Paper is a complete tax reform that will kill incentive to work and save, 
increase the brain drain to the more attractive tax climate in the United States, lead to the 
withdrawal of capital from Canada and slow down the development of our natural 
resources.

The first two years are the toughest for any professional man on his own. The 
experts say that you should be able to carry yourself for at least one year 
without cash income from your practice. That’s why. under the present tax 
system, you pay tax on a cash basis — on what money comes in. Under the 
White Paper, you will pay on an accruel basis — on accounts receivable and 
time billed.For the young Canadians who are planning careers in Canada, some White Paper 

proposals will raise disturbing questions :

Will you he able to resist the attraetive tax climate in the United States?
Mr. Benson says, "Canada needs the full effort of those with outstanding ability.” Yet his 
White Paper seems to offer more incentive for emigration than effort.

The table below is a comparison of personal income taxes in Canada and the United States 
that has been prepared by an international firm of chartered accountants.

It makes little difference to the Government in amount of money collected 
over a period of years. But it presents a high hurdle for the young doctor, 
lawyer, dentist, accountant or veterinarian starting out on his own.

Example: Under our present tax system a young lawyer (married, no 
children i has just finished his first year in practice. He has billed his clients 
for $40,000 and collected $30,000 cash. After paying $20,000 for office expenses, 
his tax would be $500 — leaving him with $9,500 as net income. Under the 
White Paper, he will be taxed $18,000 that year on the $40,000 he has billed 
even though he may have collected only $30,000 from his clients. Assume his 
office expenses come to approximately $20,000; then he would be in debt by 
$8,000 and received no salary. What can he do but join a large firm?

State of Ohio 
Average 

Homeowner 
Tax

Canada
White
Paper

Tax

Personal
Gross

Income
U.S. Lower

What Canada might be like 
after a few years 

of White Paper taxation.

By % Difference
$ 1044 $ 527$ 8000 $ 517 49.52%

49.39
49.03
50.74

1658 83910000
12000
15000
20000
25000
40000
50000

819
2327 1186 1141

• There will be a slow but sure decline in the number of small businesses3370 1660 1710
• There will be a sharp decline in risk-taking by Canadians.5262 2620 50.20

51.46
47.50
43.81

2642
7434 3608 3826 • The brain drain of talented young Canadians to other countries will grow. 

They will go where there are greater incentives for hard work and bright 
ideas14711

19631
7723 6988

11030 8601 . Foreign investment in Canada will slow down because of the unfriendly tax 
climate.

• There will be a withdrawal of capital from Canada as people with modest 
wealth leave this country to retire elsewhere because of our Estate Tax and 
Capital Gains Tax systems.In releasing “White -Paper Highlights" the Government gave out a deceptive U.S.-Canada tax 

comparison that has been analysed by this accountancy firm. The government had compared the 
most highly taxed state against the lowest taxed province — had not included special U.S. home 
owners’ deductions — had included high pension (Social Security) levies in the U.S., and many other 
things to give the appearance that U.S. taxes are not approximately half the Canadian. The Canadian 
government told the public the U.S. taxes are lower by only

• The cost of money will rise as capital is removed from Canada and the 
remaining capital is diverted from debt to equity situations.

• The new tax structure will prevent the build-up of private capital in the hands 
of individuals. Ultimately all economic power and capital will be transferred 
to an all-powerful Government, (per Geo. Orwell's 1984)

Gross Income 
$ 8,000 

12,000
15.000
25.000
50.000

(7.22)% instead of 
instead of 
instead of 
instead of 
instead of

49.52%
49.03%
50.79
51.46
43.81

What are you going to do? 
Here are some ideas.6.95

10.73
14.87
6.84 111 Write a letter to your Member of Parliament telling him what you like and 

don'I like about the White Paper. Send a copy of your letter to Finance 
Minister Benson.

For further confirmation of fact write Colin Brown, Box 272, London, Ontario.

If you move to the United States, your income tax will be lower by about 50%. Even though 
the United States has been financing an incredibly expensive war in Vietnam and has sent 
billions of dollars to the moon.

The brain drain has been a problem in Canada for many years. The White Paper promises 
to make it a bigger problem. Our tax system should be competitive — particularly with 
the United .States — if we are to keep our talent at home.

(2) Fill in a coupon below. Put it in an envelope and mail it to Box 4430 Ot
tawa. If you put your name and address on the envelope, it will go directly and 
unopened to your MP.

(3) Encourage your parents or friends to write to their Members of 
Parliament and to send in coupons.

WHEN THE WHITE PAPER BECOMES LEGISLATION, 
YOUR MP WILL BE VOTING ON YOUR BEHALF.
LET HIM KNOW WHAT YOU THINK.

I
I

My Member of Parliament 
P.O. Box 4430 
Ottawa, Ontario

My Member of Parliament 
P.O. Box 4430 
Ottawa, Ontario

My Member of Parliament 
P.O. Box 4430 
Ottawa, Ontariol

l
am strongly opposed to a number of proposals in the White

urge you to work
I am strongly opposed to a number of proposals in the White 
Paper. As my elected representative, I urge you to work 
toward shelving the White Paper for further study.

Name ......................................................................................

l I am strongly opposed to a number of proposals in the White 
Paper. As my elected representative, I urge you to work 
toward shelving the White Paper for further study.

Name ........................................................

Paper. As my elected representative, 
toward shelving the White Paper for further study. I

lName
l

Address lAddress Address
l( Please print your name and address 

on the envelope as well.) ( Please print your name and address 
on the envelope as well.)

( Please print your name and address 
on the envelope as well.)I

L I
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What is to be done?

White paper is worse than Indian Act
By HAROLD CARDINAL credibility of the federal govern- 

This is an abridged version of a nient, in as far as our people were 
speech given at Glendon College concerned. . . 
two weeks ago by Cardinal, a Cree 
Indian from Alberta and a leading 
spokesman for the rights of native 
peoples in Canada. He is also the delivered in the House of Commons
author of The Unjust Society, a a PaPer which I have called the
discussion of the tragedy of WHITE Paper, outlining the
Canada’s Indians. position of the government in

relation to the Indians of the 
country.

Upon intensive examination by 
ourselves and our resource people 
of the WHITE Paper, it became 
clear to us that we had just gone 
through an exercise in futility for 
the course of one year.

It is probably the most 
frustrating experience an in
dividual can undergo, when after 
all the work that you have done ... 
that the people who you are sup
posed to be talking to had not 
listened, or if they had, had not 
cared.

agricultural base, that 
government tells us that we need at 
least 600 acres of land in order to 
make that an economic unit, in 
other words to make a living. 

We’re far short with 10 
If there was the proper research 

done, we would probably find that 
the taxation assessed by federal, 
provincial and municipal govern
ments would be far above the 
possible revenue that the 10 
of land could produce.

And if we could not

same

THUNJIST 
■SOCIETY

The WHITE Paper
In June of 1969, the minister

acres.

A year and a half ago, when we 
met in this hall, our people were in 
the process of what were called 
‘consultation meetings’.

There, we were to embark on a 
new path to seek, in partnership 
with the federal government, those 
ways and means which would help 
our people alleviate the difficult 
problems that they face in all 
aspects of their life.

At that time we reflected a 
certain dissatisfaction with the 
consultation process.

Even then, we felt that there 
were indications that the 
sultation

acres,1
pay our

taxes, then the government would 
take our lands away.

So this is what we mean when we 
say that our reserves and lands are 
being threatened.

The government has worked out 
this devious plan to do a number of 
things beside what I have 
discussed. . .

By being able to do away with 
Indian lands (because if all 
reserves were individually owned, 
they would cease to have the status 
of reserves), they would also be 
able to legally define the word 
Indian out of existence.

This performs a very astute 
political service for the federal 
government — it allows them to' 
transfer Indians to the jurisdiction 
of the provinces without changing 
the Canadian constitution.

The government knows that 
because of the opposition of the 
Indians and the provincial 
governments to this transfer, that 
for many, many years they will not 
be able to get agreement to change 
the constitution. .

But they have figured out 
another way where they won’t 
have to touch the constitution, 
through this concept of land 
ownership.

And yet, the honorable minister 
has the audacity to say that we do 
not understand the WHITE Paper, 
to say that we have not read the 
WHITE Paper carefully.

Possibly his problem is that 
read his WHITE Paper too damn 
carefully. . .

IAROLD CARDINAL
J

r9:

con-
process was being 

carried out with less than the 
sincerity which was being 
publically proclaimed by different 
government officials.

They had made up their minds 
before we began to talk to them.

One of the most ironic 
statements, in fact, one of the most 
ridiculous statements of the 
WHITE Paper is the impression 
that it tries to give to the Canadian

in Aik t ... Pe°Ple that the contents of the
In Alberta we spent three months paper were in response to things 

m intensive local meetings with the said by Indians throughout the 
people and local leaders, to discuss consul tation process 
what it was we wanted from the As far as we are concerned the 
federal government and what it consultation meetings were 
was we were going to propose. nothing but a massive public 

After those three intensive relations campaign that enabled 
months of consultation amongst the federal government to say that 
ourselves, we entered into a week is had ‘consulted’ our people 
]°ng deaeration, where we The situation has changed 
identified the common aspirations drastically since I was here last 
of our people in Alberta.

At that time we elected six
representatives, to represent the The Indian people of this country 
province of Alberta in the national face the most serious threat of 
consultation meeting in Ottawa, extinction, of legalized cultural 
where we were to meet with Indian genocide, the betrayal of all 
representatives from all parts of treaties, and all honour that had 
the country. been attached to those treaties,

We met for five intensive days of and the destruction of our lands, 
discussion. our resources, our homes. T. „ ... . ,.

At the end of that national It is this threat that has angered mor t^a/hp™,.ShJ1 Pfople are Land ownership
consultation meeting, there was a and frustrated Indian leaders at all 5- oday because they have been w. . ., ,
unanimous decision — there was levels. discriminated against, legally and f.^V|’at w°uld ProbabIy be one of
unity in spirit and in fact. The authors of the WHITE Paper co»s.t! utlonally- ^ WHITE Païr°ïfS ?? ,the Uninformed public

We made it very clear to the were nrobablv the most pYnprt While many Indian people would WHITE Paper if it were not so 
minister of Indian Affairs (Jean propagandistsy that this country tend to agree that there has been ^eprt!°u®;.and fanadian public But how do we convince a 
Chretien) what it was that we has ever created y legal discrimination, Indian people weienot so gullible, is the section Canadian public that is not too
wanted. The government relies on a lot of would intensely disagree with the mtroduces the concept of knowledgeable of our situation?

It was made explicitly clear to doubletalk and doublenlav in concept that so-called ‘con- laad °wnership to Indian people. A Canadian public that is
the federal government that the trying to convince the Canadian stltl)tional discrimination’ has government says that the gullible, especially when the
most basic problem that had to be public in its mythical concent of gulled in the plight of the Indian ^ the land has had a lot to do sacred cows of Canadian society
tackled and solved was that of the ‘equality’ ‘ CGPt °f l°day. . . °f. Indian 3re ‘hrown before them ~ the

* ’ Indeed, it is our feeling that if the because they have not had access sacred cows of ‘equality’ and land
terms of the treaties had been , ,the normal channels of the ownership,
honoured, many of the social and e™7,ing a8encies How do we deal with many
economic problems that we face . t herefore, what they propose to Canadians sincerely asking 
today would not be here. . . do 15 set UP transitional legislation, themselves: “What do these damn

Through the public relations on a lemPorary basis, where land Indians want; we offer them
companies that they (federal ®wnership and land control would equality and they don’t want it —

be transferred to the band lev,el we offer them

\U

m
Intensive discussion

Cultural genocide

THE TRAGEDY OF CANADA’S INDIANS

we

GRADUATING IN 1970?
government) have hired, we who 
oppose the WHITE Paper, as In- „• . — —
dian people, can be accused of glven ownership of their own land,
shrinking from our responsibilities „ Theoretically, that sounds fine, do to reach such
as citizens, of wanting to continue fu°r peop,e who are not aware of public?
to be ‘wards’ of the government, the situation, they feel that _

Those white people who support cou d n°t ask for a better deal,
our position are accused of being Yet: when one considers the 
for discrimination and against Pract*cal aspects, one has to come 
equality. UP with a different conclusion.

And yet this is the furthest from What does the concept of land 
the truth. ownership as enunciated by the

We agree that there must be WHITE Paper mean to the Indian 
equality, but it cannot be llvlng on his reserve? 
theoretical equality. Because of the legal set-up, all

We have seen the equality which Indian PeoP,e are entitled equally 
has been extended to the Metis of to reserve land.
Canada. We have seen many in- In Alberta we looked at what this 
stances of where their plight is meant in lerms of our reserves, 
worse than the plight of the treaty when we 
Indian.

And yet, if we are to believe the *and base tbat is available within 
government’s WHITE Paper the lbe con^nes of our reserves, we 
Metis, because they have no legal ,ind tbat probably the larger 
discrimination against them have resefves would have about 70 acres 
equality with all Canadians, and pelmdlvldual 
are therefore well off. lhe average probably ranges

The facts of the matter point to an,ywh1er() from 3 to 10 acres per 
another direction. individual.

We cannot accept a concept of 10 acres useless 
equality which tells

“ai'oicucu iu me oana iev,ei oner mem responsibility as 
and Ihen Indian people would be citizens and they don’t want it9”

0ur problem now is what do we 
a Canadian

ARTS AND COMMERCE STUDENTS 
INTERESTED IN CAREERS IN

• ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

you

GETTING ENGAGED?

• ACTUARIAL SCIENCE
-<

• SALES AND SALES MANAGEMENT 

will be interviewed at the Placement Office compared the 
population of our reserves to the DIAMONDS MAY BE A GIRL'S 

BEST FRIEND.
PAY THE BILL.

.Most people find it very diffi
cult to determine good value 
in the purchase of a Diamond 
Ring. There ore Guidelines to 
go by to help you make this 
important investment. Our free 
booklet “The Day Y ou Buy A 
Diamond” will help you to 
establish these values. Phone, 
write or drop In for your copy 
without obligation.

BUT YOU

TUESDAY, JANUARY 27

us we are 
going to have the opportunity and 
the right to receive welfare from 
the same welfare desk as all 
Canadian poor people.

We think we are entitled to ex
pect more and we are entitled to 
want more for our children, 
people.

So we said “Fine! At last we’re 
going to own 10 acres of land.” 

But then we wonder whatMetropolitan we are
going to do with this land. What 
kind of living can you make from 10 
acres

Hugh Proctor & Co.
of land, especially when you 

consider that from ‘the 
government, in "another depart
ment, that if we rely on an

DIAMOND DEALERS

131 BLOOR W.. STE. 416 
921-7702

sameour
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THE FUTURE BUILDER

What is it? What will it do for you? How does it

STS re^nk’ 3 multiP'e-choice
experience. The BIB is about you and vo r r 9 °,y°Ur own Past 
question booklet containino n,lcr Y career. It consists of a 
answer booklet. The aTsZ boodle? onta ab°,Ul y°Ur past' a"d an 
semble an expanded application firm pageS which re
tiens for the 520 questions it ?" L ’ ?d three pa9es °f item op-
thirty years ago, when psycholo^sts'Tr thi Which be9an

found that a BIB was tho K 9 f,s . ,he U S. Armed Services 
and occupational success decent pred.lctor of individual behaviour 
tensive work by NASA and the Peacec’o'rpï'0"5 haV® included in-

work?

completely on company interviewers 
'ike. Career Assessment’s 
insight so that you will

SMS's: «■“ •>= »
career depends on the right decision B?R ?? C'h ?S' 6tC The ri9ht 
right decision by screening ,nh 6 6 can he|P you make
suitable for you and by orov dinn ?? U?i'6S '° flnd those that 
,0Ur P0S5,b""i«s »' ="===== in (Srt.toab°U'

of a job before
no longer need to rely 

to find out what jobs 
professional'staff will 

not waste your time in

you take it.

are really 
provide experienced 

an unsuitable job.

the
are

BIB means three very important things

personal counselling report

research progra^Hyo^^l'o^aj^a^eg5 t0,be used in a Canadian 

ling report, which will be compiled bv th^H ' conf,dential counsel-
„ThiS re(’°r' »™“"iMü-îyon°S:

following fields " Human IcZll?Succeeded m the 
Sciences (eg. chemist) . PhysicaTActiv9itvP?Znh?l09ISt, * Hard 
officer) • Social Welfare fen cnriai X aw enforcement 
(eg. music teacher) « Businessdetail * Ar,is"c-Literary
real estate broker) • Verba???? ^ (f9’banker) * Sales (eg.
results you may also mV?? ( 9 l3Wyer) Depending 9
of success in the following area??9?'A? adv,ce on V°ur probabilities 
meal Sales • Scientific9Research Sïf *r°u,door • Tech- 
eral Engineering • Sales En„ ~.o in I'C Creativity . Gen- 
• Management Effectiveness • Man 9 * Research Engineering 
tion Level . Occupational LeVeî. Mana9ement Level * Specialize9

used to help pay?or resear ct?d !° ^ Studiaa

This is how BIB works.
You buy BIB at your campus bookstore.

how to fill ?Sutath?U??sw?r ïo^Me't a"swer booklet. instructions on

bé^gîven ^he^tterttiem^you1 wt^cT'accor^^^0^^^66

There is no time limit for completion

^ •srxœs1Æ ssa* -—
'he S ô° Fetf ',hO,htaanhCe1s0,' ^^smenl LM. du,mg

marked no late, 29S B,a ’’T,8"’ 6«
gible for job assistance until March 1st ^ W'M not be el'-
be mailed to you within 2 weeks of receipt o^mS Wi"

to you.

any important matter.

post-
on your own

THE NUTS AND BOLTS 
Upon receipt, your BIB is 

safe cross reference.

made into microhche^rdsVrovmin1'0’1 T’"11 are mlcrol'lmed and 
production, as well as complete’securdy "S a" -"d -e-

hank0™ 'he in'0rma"°" Mge. 2 and 3 is entered into

OF BIB
1

sequentially identified to provide a fail

lis service costs you $5 00 
Foundation and

CAREER SELECTION a data
4 Your itemscanner ^esponses on pages 4, 5 and 6 
scanner and transposed into
computer analyses

data bank, prod??'?? rdetaitod™6?^ W"h ,he ln,ormation 

Over 550 pieces *

psychologists win '^attempt to “matoh^6^ Assessmenl Limited. Staff 

•he actual success requhement n, Pr°'ileS °n the BIB with 
Whenever this occurs ihev n ° various work situations (jobs).
He receives only the information56'!?1 h°Ur name t0 ,hat employer, 
of the answer booklet No no whlch you place on pages 2 & 3 
tion as to your BIB results9The " 6X^ept yourself receives informa- 
order to try and mterest iouin th P Oy.er Wi" "ke,y intact 
hiring is made by you andthe em!i posl^!°n Any decision regarding 
BIB acts as an intem^on T ?h,S Service meaps that you? 

trays your inviduality and altows c2Ur a'™ dep,h which staff to suggest career on???, ,C L Assessment's professional

provide you with long teS success" an^Sac",tom ^ "ke,y ,0

are recorded by optical 
use of advancedprofiles through the

in the 
- you. 

a meaningful por-
6 Th's portrait is then used to 
mailed to you directly.

CaJLHSrSrr riïc^r\thT ,he h^o^sts of

Whenever success is highly mdiJted vPo 3 W"h work situations.
on pages 2 and 3 only are se n tfôt h'/ ?3me and ,he information
employer to contact you to see i you 9°y6r " 'S ,hen 
in question. y
8. Except for the information 
ordinarily give 
confidential.

responses maUeSSn?a%^Ti»hoUyCinMiiJa|n,0n 'Ilf basis 01 BIB 

he large maiori,, évalua,ions are substinn,,”™™”5 lme ,hal

HuC„C|SU9V„uBr,r %% b»pka:«-. vrn'e lh, 
Toronto 180, Ontario, enclosing $s™“ lhur Avenu«.

you in compile your personal report which is

por-

up to the 
are interested in the position

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

--toSo^^alflS0"' b“’ * -

as to BIB profiles and inh ! you and -
each other over wit? re9u'rements. to have

application formTSaU iZmaimn ^ you would 
is completely

on an
students planning to 

an employer, matched
For th , ^ ,0 3 Permanen* posi.ionaS,?er?g?ardua,,|0o°nk

of you? r e a? * i ntTre s t s Ua nd ' o p p o? u! n i ti e / ?o 6 'V 6 ^ impar,ial appraisal

on a detailed knowledge of ! 'AUCCeSS' 11 wi" be based
BIB. The research psy9Choloq?sts Lni ?y ü°Ur responses on the 
techniques validated extensively in iidust^and' ^ aCCOrdin9 ,0

an e

REMEMBER JANUARY 29th
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Letters to the Editor
As much as we would like to of an article as to discourteously 

believe that the United States is deface it with such a section, 
our friendly neighbour to the south, 
with hands across the border and reply, embodying your corrections 
all that, our objective status is one there? After all, it is only common 
of a colonial people.

Nothing, but nothing, has more arguments before you start your 
importance in understanding own.
Canadian economic, political, and 
social life than this simple fact —
Canada is a colony.

York University, as a “seeker 
after knowledge”, has somehow

American "Film " in 
American "Society"

Sir:

Are you too lazy to print a proper

courtesy to let a person finish his
Further to your remarks about 

Americanization at York.
Social Science 377 is entitled 

Film and Society.-
It is a remarkable course - “... an 

exercise in the economic analysis 
of a major social institution. ... also 
a sociological analysis of a major 
social institution and of the role' 
that institutions play in the wider 
society.
“It will be an instrument for 

throwing light on a great many 
other matters; e.g. leisure pat- 

• terns, propaganda, standards of 
popular culture, the nature of mass 
society, etc.”

Unfortunately, the “major social 
institutions” and the 
society” referred to are American, 
as is virtually all the reading in this

CAUTION
TUtS WORLP WLYBE 

HAZARDOUS 
To yCUF? WEALTH

* Dan Tiffin, 
McLaughlin 1

If you look again at Page 7 of last 
week’s paper, you will notice that 
the Corrections section is 

managed to avoid confronting this separated from Bull’s article by a 
Canadian fact. thick bar. The section was printed

In so doing, it is distorting the tQ c[ear up some factual errors in
trutfl- Bull's article and to explain run-

And we all know who stands to njng unsigned articles (from 
benefit the most from this Sha(jes o/ Green>. _ ed, 
distortion — our old friend Captain 
America.

A colonial people which does not 
understand the nature of its op
pression is a complacent colonial 
people. There are very few faculty 
at York who are teaching us 
“understanding”.

Indeed, at York, complacency is 
our most important product.

To use your phrase, York “helps 
to serve the interests of the 
government and/ or economy of 
the United States'”.

Read once again the questions 
we posed last week about your

1^

w

wider

------

W jcourse.
Nowhere is there any mention of, 

for example, the National Film 
Board and its impact on the “wider 
society.”

While a section of the course is 
entitled “Industrial Structure of 
the Film Industry,” there is no 
mention of how that predominantly u.K. 
U.S. industrial structure prevents 
the emergence of a Canadian film 
industry through its monopolistic 
control of the distribution

i.

Hi > j

1course.
Try to answer them honestly and * 

we think you will understand how 
Social Science 177 fits into the 
overall York pattern.

Canadian students are not that you said

McCormack wants 
a better answer

2
Other Commonwealth 
Other

2. All social science

3
“Susan said 
that Jane said

3

Sir:
The editor of EXCALIBUR has 

still not answered my question: provincial yahoos —
Does Social Science 177 as American professors are.”
described serve “Captain “How else can you explain them “Why should 1 ! 
America?” Does it prepare teaching this course in exactly the 
students to be functionaries in a same way as they would teach it in 
branch plant economy? If either he Rhode Island.” 
or Mr. Williams can demonstrate “How else can you explain the 
that it does, I will apologize to the course being concerned with the 
class for abusing its confidence American blacks and not with how 
and trust. If they can not, then they Canadian native peoples have been 
owe both the staff and students an treated by Canadian whites . .

maybe this is not a problem for all

facilities.
Perhaps, someday, a professor 

will learn enough about Canada to 
teach such things.

After all, if the person teaching other 
the course at present is sufficiently

Canadian
U.S.

37 their that I should try Tampax tampons.32
11U.K.

Other Commonwealth 8
7

While these figures prove 
erudite to study the “Hollywood, nothing positive, they may perhaps 
British, and Japanese industries 
with some consideration of the film 
industries of continental Europe 
and elsewhere in Asia and the 
Middle East,” it should not be TOO 
difficult to include something 
Canadian.

Or is Canada considered to be so

, jput to rest fears based on the 
inaccurate figures that were 
published. . rjTheodore Olson, 

Acting Chairman, 
Social Science

. or ;
apology.

Since I am also an advisor to mankind.” 
students, I would like to know
specifically, and in detail which attempt by the directors of the | 

in the social sciences at course to examine the nature and m 
York serve the interests of the history of social change in 
government and/ or economy of Canada?"
the United States. Incidentally, it “Without an understanding of 
would be helpful to explain what the Canadian perspective on social " 
phrases like “American scholastic change, students who take this 
universalism” mean. I suggest course will be powerless to deal 
this is a contradiction in terms.

Thelma McCormach society."
Sociology

W
“How else can you explain noEXCALIBUR thanks Prof. Olson 

much a part of the “wider society” for going to the trouble of 
that separate treatment is deemed correcting the figures we published

on Jan. 8.
As you may recall, Williams 

by request stated in the article that “I cannot 
swear that Saywell's figures are 
accurate down to the last decimal

; f
courses

to be unnecessary?
Name withheld

i

“Yes, I know they're worn 
internally, but I'd never thought 
of the 'no show' idea. Why, 
that means I could wear 
anything 1 own without worrying. 
Even a bathing suit.

Olson figures out 
real prof figures point, because I was twice refused 

permission to check his sources."
EXCALIBUR is also pleased to 

note that Dr. Olson recognizes that 
figures alone “prove nothing 
positive”. — ed.

with social change in their own

Sir: We have no apologies to offer. 
We will have Canadian studies. —Before your reporter published 

the citizenship breakdown on the 
division of social science, he was 
informed that the figures he had
were highly inaccurate They were Reflections on being to/d that a recent
published uncorrected. . _ _

i do not believe that citizenship is Educational Testing Service Graduate
an accurate measure of com- .. _ . _
mit ment to Canadian identity. It is ReCOrd Political Science Exam
“stee'^Lr'noHo almost all American content

Yes Prof. McCormack, there is a 
Captain America. ed.

York Green member “You say1 can llctual|y g°
Upset at swimming, too? And that story

EXCALIBUR
about not washing your hair 
is just an old wives' tale, huh?

Sir:
I would like to draw your at- ■ 

tention to two facets of your M 
handling of James Bull’s article in H 
the most recent issue of EX- ■ 
CALIBUR which personally I 
disturbed me. I

First of all, I find quarrel with I 
your declaration that the York I 
Green Committee spurns anything || 
that “smacks of the left.” I myself ffl 
am a member of the committee m 
and yet my political beliefs are P 
socialist, hardly right of centre, p 
The committee, like your 
newspaper, should be a forum for

follow U.S. leads in all things. It is social Science — value free 
also true that a number of U.S.

Oh, ETS, build our dream 
From Princeton, like Eton, 
An empire you run

* ^ r iOh, thy wisdom, how to 
citizens here are barred only by the quantify thee 
five-year waiting period from 
becoming Canadians in name as 
well as in fact.

Our students we must evaluate 
Count their scores — don’t hesitate 
— process them and out they go.

With exams, with right answers, 
Computers to check our 
Americanism
— the triumph of empire is sure

A question remains, with humblest 
demeanor,
Who gave you the right to tell us 
the Truth?
In fact, we suggest that you and 
your minions

With these reservations here are 
the figures on citizenship within 
the division of social science as y- VTo grad school and law school 

And ad infinitum —accurately as I can make them.
The first set describes those with with degrees and with honours, 
ranking appointments — lecturer 
and above — in the division. The But how to pick and how to choose? 
second set of figures deals with American Empire will not lose, 
these and all persons of all ranks 
who are seconded to us by 
departments and also our teaching American politics is wisdom 
assistants.

all.
“A doctor developed them? Well, 

disturbing facet was your printing he ought to know. Getting rid 
of a corrections secUon as part of of thosc bulky pads sure sounds

newspaper can be expected to be 
objective, I would hope a try Tampax tampons next time, 
newspaper would not be so afraid

It’s ETS to the rescue The second and much more

FUCK OFFsupreme
Of the worthies who know it, we’ll 

12 skim off the cream 
7 Oh, ETS, we love you so.

good to me. I’m going to1. Divisional appointments 
Canadian 
U.S.

Edward Weissman, 
Political Science

“Thanks a lot, Ann, for telling 
it like it is.”

EXPERT SERVICE ON ALL 
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Social Science 176: 
the (fake) PROGRESS 
and (utter) PO VER TY

By Glen Williams
IIwW W e’re saying to poor people, look the 

only way you’re not going to be poor is to be 
assimilated into our society: that means you’re 
going to give as well as take. You’re going to have 
to surrender some of your notions about an in
dependent existence . . . You’re going to have to get 
it through your heads that there is something better 
and more meaningful than that kind of existence.”

This statement comes from the lips of J. Tait 
Davis, director of a first year social science course 
called Progress and Poverty.

Davis is not a fascist.
He does not believe that the poor are, by nature, 

slothful and lazy. His solution to poverty is not one 
of whipping unfortunates in public places or the 
institution of forced labor camps.

No, he does not belong to that era.
These ideas, popular at an earlier stage of 

capitalism, have now lost their appeal. Indeed, if 
they were being taught at York, it would probably 
lead to serious classroom disruptions.

Davis’ underlying assumptions about poverty, 
projected through what he teaches, are a product of 
a different, though equally iniquitous age — the age 
of small “1” liberalism.

Liberalism is the doctrine of the big lie and the 
fuzzy thinking.

The big lie is that our social system is without

major faults and the fuzzy thinking is what we must 
do if we are not to see the blatant contractions 
which confront us daily.

Middle class affluence has spawned this curious 
rationalization of the very real kinds of oppression 
and exploitation which manifest themselves within 
our social system.

The children of the middle class and poor alike 
are taught this doctrine from their earliest 
moments in the educational system. Consequently, 
it is no wonder that we, in the universities, have 
absolutely no difficulty in avoiding reality, even in 
the courses which are supposedly structured 
around “problem” areas.

Consider Social Science 176. The course descrip
tion in the calender sounds encouraging.

“A problem-oriented course. Poverty is con
sidered in several different social and economic 
contexts to establish the different dimensions of the

programs for alleviating poverty.”
‘After all, it’s not like we don’t talk about the 

problem’ York says liberally.
It is certainly true that we talk. However, from 

the first the examination has had a determined 
direction.

The ‘problem’, it seems, is with the poor. Middle 
class behaviour is not on trial or the course would 
be called Affluence and Progress.

In other words, our way of life will be seen as the 
standard by which ‘progress’ will be measured.

The status quo will not only be left unchallenged, 
it will be sanctified.

“A society can’t be all that sick,” Davis says, “if 
the majority have a pretty good standard of living.”

Here begins the most important liberal 
rationalization. It’s ‘what-you-have’, not ‘how-you- 
get-it’ which will be the criterion for making moral 
judgments about our society.

We, the Canadian rich, are telling the Canadian 
poor, that things must be all right because we’re 
happy.

We have seen already that the poor must find a 
“better and more meaningful kind of existance” — 
in materialism, consumption, and planned ob
solescence, I presume.

Good grief!
It naturally follows that “the culture of minority 

groups such as Indians is incompatible with a high 
standard of living. That requires that they make 
some compromises or some trade-offs.”

This is a fine theory for a middle class white, 
very ego-building, but maybe the ‘poor’ Indian sees 
it in a different perspective. (See interview with 
Wilf Pelletier, this page.)»

Now that we scholars have our framework 
straight, and know that the problem lies not in us 
but in ‘them’ we can begin to deal with it in a 
rationalizing manner.

In the splendid isolation of the classroom, 
without ever having to confront our values, we can 
force the poor to strip in a kind of macabre 
burlesque.

What we shall pass off as detachment will really 
be obscenity of the lowest order. “Step right this 
way. A peep show for one and all. See them freeze, 
starve. Watch them get screwed, exploited. Chills, 
thrills. No need to get emotionally involved.”

Indeed, following the main stream of the social 
sciences, Davis is most outspoken about not getting 
emotioally involved.

In one of the first lectures of the school year, he 
warned his class not to go downtown and interact 
with the poor because of the danger of “emotional 
involvement.”

He explains this by saying. “The one thing I’ve 
learned in working with people with problems is 
that it isn’t a zoo. If you could persuade me that I 
was going to accomplish anything meaningful by 
dumping 250 students in Cabbagetown to walk up 
and down the streets, knock on doors and interview 
people, then I’d be willing to go along with it.”

"The ideas of the ruling class
are, in every age, the ruling 
ideas. "

~ KARL MARX
cultures of poverty, especially in relation to ideas of 
social progress. Students are encouraged to discuss

An Indian view of poverty
The following is an abridged 

transcript of an interview with Wilf 
Pelletier, director of the Centre of 
Indian Studies at Rochdale College.

way of life is based and centred in 
humanity.

The only people who see 
poverty in term of money or 
materialism are the middle class, 
who have the need to maintain 
themselves in some sort of 
societal structure.

As long as there is affluence, 
poverty has to be, because there 
cannot be affluence without some 
sort of poverty.

These things are relative. For 
example, the Eatons could be 
considered poor in a social 
structure based on more money.

So, if you make people only one 
class, that’s the only way you are 
going to eliminate poverty.

We’re not really talking about 
poverty, we’re talking about class 
structure and values.

EXCALIBUR: What do you 
think of someone who would say 
that the Indians, if they want to 
progress, are going to have to 
learn that there is ‘a better and 
more meaningful way of life.’

PELLETIER: That’s what I 
call poverty.

We already know a meaningful

way of life and we’ve had it for a 
long time. . . .

‘Progress,’ by white standards, 
is not progress to us.

We look out here and take a look 
at that the whites are doing and 
all we see is destruction.

Anything that takes away from 
humanity can never be progress 
to our people. To your people it 
might be different, because you 
have different values.

‘Progress’ might be the sup
pression of man in your society. I 
don’t know but I seem to think it is 
because that’s what you do.

You go all around the world 
creating destructive elements.

We look out at white people 
frorp our communities and say 
you’re going backwards.

Our best bet is to hold where we 
are, because that’s what you’re 
reaching for anyway.

We believe we’re right too, and 
as we wait we find that more and 
more of your people are heading 
in our direction with more em
phasis going toward humanity 
and people.

EXCALIBUR: How do Indian 
people look at poverty?

PELLETIER: Our people look 
at poverty in a totally different 
perspective from your people.

They say that poverty is the 
person that refuses to assist 
another person.

If you were to turn someone out 
of your home and not feed him, or 
reject him in any way, you would 
be poverty-stricken.

The person who rejects is the 
poverty-stricken one.

That’s why the Indian refuses to 
move out into your society, where 
there is nothing but rejection, 
where the whole thing is people 
against people.

He says that you have a ‘poor’ 
society.

Now, its got nothing to do with 
money, its only got to do with 
people, because the world is only 
about people. The Indian’s whole 'trd ;
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In itself this is an extremely sensible statement. 
‘Problem’ people might fiercely resent being

"Sociologists, by a tour de 
force, have succeeded in 
taking out the political sting 
from their doctrines, which 
is equivalent to sanctifying 
the status quo. "
- DANIEL COHN-BENDIT

stared at in person, but it’s perfectly all right to 
conduct a peep show in an isolated classroom in the 
suburbs.

As an alternative, Davis should have suggested 
that his middle class students volunteer for work in 
some of the day care centres or self-help projects 

I which operate downtown, run for and by the ‘poor’,

if they were interested in learning about them
selves and their culture.

However, this sort of thing cannot be controlled. 
‘Problem’ people might start challenging his 
students’ values.

The other side of this attack on emotional in
volvement is the glorification of the social engineer 
— the omniscient expert who solves social 
problems with his reams of reports and his middle 
class biases.

Whereas you and I — mere humans — may react 
emotionally when we see Indians freezing in tents 
on Hudson Bay, the expert will react in a 
‘meaningful way.’

If we are to rely on history, this ‘way’ will have 
plenty of meaning for everyone except the Indian, 
who will still be stuck freezing in his tent.

To be fair, Davis is in favor of work-study 
programs for his students “under close supervision 
from expert faculty.”

Presumably, such a program would not infect 
students with emotionalism as contact with the 
‘poor’ could be carefully controlled.

Moreover, the very nature of almost all work- 
study programs is one of collusion with bourgeois 
social reforms and not any sort of direct societal 
challenge or confrontation.

Davis was wary of defining the nature of 
emotionalism, but from what I could gather it 
equated with demonstrative politcal action, and 
especially with politics that he didn’t agree with.

“An emotional reaction is the kind of person who 
says let’s stop the war in Vietnam so that 
spend so many billion dollars on a negative income 
tax or something,” he said.

“I have this bias that eventually the technicians 
are going to solve most problems,” Davis says.

So what is the most important lesson to be 
learned in Social Science 176?

You guessed it — keep your cool and do sweet 
nothing. The experts will solve the problem, its only 
a matter of time.

was

we can

Continued on next page
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Progress and Poverty
“No one.course,” Davis rationalizes, “is going to 

make a student capable of doing anyting in a 
meaningful sense about the problem of poverty.”

The logic is invincible if you accept the 
framework.

Emotional actions are bad. The actions of the

“You better watch out kid, 
they keep it all hid . . . (but) 
you don't need a weatherman 
to know which way the wind 
blows. "

description of two ‘types’ of poverty — Insular and 
Case.

ISOLATED problems, but when we become ex
perts, then we will be capable of doing something 
MEANINGFUL.

The girl continued: “The course isn’t designed 
for us to go out and do something about it. I think it 
will make us aware of why things are, and how, and 
maybe later on we can do something about it when 
we’re adults.”

As William Shakespear noted: “Nothing will 
come of nothing,”

Consider finally the student who realized that he 
being fed a big lie and fuzzy thinking, but who 

blamed himself for the failures of his teachers.
“Something definitely can be done. Obviously if 

someone is on the moon, people can be fed. There is 
only so far that intellectualism can go. . .1 thought 
that the course would turn out to be some sort of 
motivation to do something, and it’s not, and I don’t 
know what’s going to make me.”

Look, see — what Mr. Charlie is doing to 
minds.

"The university has, in fact 
become a sausage machine 
which turns out people without 
any real culture, and incapable 
of thinking for themselves, but 
trained to fit into the economic 
system of a highly industrialized 
society. The student may glory 
in the reknown of his university 
status, but in fact he is being 
fed 'culture ' as a goose is fed 
grain -- to be sacrificed on the 
alter of bourgeois appetites. "

-- DANIEL COHN-BENDIT

How the ‘types’ of poverty are related to one 
another is, I suspect, just one of God’s little 
mysteries.

Politics, on any level, is another mystery. 
When asked if the class ever talked about 

political parties, student radicalism, or

“This allegedly impartial 
procedure is, in fact, 
thoroughly partial and biased. 
Phenomena are studied in 
isolation whereas in fact they 
are in ter-re/a ted (e. g. racism, 
unemployment: delinquency 
and slums) and the rational

was

- BOB DYLAN
experts are good. Therefore, if you do ANYTHING, 
you're probably distracting the expert and getting 
in the way of ‘progress.’

If you are really turned on by this sort of logic, 
Social Science 176 could become your stepping 
stone to success in the poverty business.

Davis hopes that “some of the students will be 
sufficiently motivated to go on and learn the things 
they have to learn to do something meaningful in a 
technical sense.”

So, there it is, the liberally-interpreted saga of 
the big lie and the fuzzy thinking.

Only one more detail remains to be cleared up. 
How do students react to this sort of course?

To find out I invited three students from the 
lecture hall to an interview in the EXCALIBUR 
office.

our

nature of the present economic
system is taken for granted. "
~ DANIEL COHN-BENDIT

organizations of the poor like The Just Society, 
student, laughing replied:

“From time to time it is brought up, but he gets 
us off it; he gets us off it quite well.”

The big lie and the fuzzy thinking have their 
inevitable results — the complete and total 
castration of political awareness among the 
students of our liberal professors.

Listen for the echoes of Davis, as one girl talks 
about emotionalism.

“That’s the trouble with people today.. .they get 
terribly emotional about things and fly off the 
handle, because they don’t know what has gone 
before or what has caused it. They’re (the in
structors) trying to get us to realize that it isn’t all 
society’s fault.”

Of course it isn’t SOCIETY’S FAULT, or more to 
the point, OUR FAULT, we are taught. There

a

They had been well-socialized.
All of the students agreed that the direction of 

the course was towards shaping the poor so that 
they conformed to the middle class way of life.

One went so far as to say: “It’s the only ap
proach. What else can you give them.”

I asked these students if a causal analysis of 
poverty was ever attempted by their instructors.

No answer was given. Instead, I was treated to a
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The Campusbank closes in 
5 minutes and this idiot’s got to 
prove himself!

STEAK HOUSE
UNIVERSITY COLONY CENTRE PLAZA 
120 HUCKNALL RD. 638 5633

True Chequing Accounts.
True Savings Accounts. Complete banking 
services for students and faculty. ÛÛVisit your Campusbank Bank of Montreal Speciolizing in

Canada's First Bank

BROILED STEAKS AND RIBS 

CHARCOAL BURGERS
Keele & Finch Branch, 3930 Keele Street.
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Even though the Province 
of Ontario doesn’t look like it 

intends to leave anything natural 
for your children,

we thought maybe you’d like to try.
We’re sure you can remember the times 

your parents said to you “Boy, you should 
have seen how beautiful that place used to 
be. We used to fish and hunt there. And there 
was always a great place to swim”. When 
you look at that place now, it’s covered 
with an industrial development. Or hotels. 
Or motels. Or some kind of indescribably 
sprawling suburbia.

So what’s left?
In Ontario, at this moment of all our 

natural environment parks only two are Vir
tually untouched. They are Quetico Provin
cial Park in Northwestern Ontario. And the 
Polar Bear Provincial Park 250 miles north 
of Moosonee where James Bay joins Hudson 
Bay. (Polar Bear is accessible only by charter 
aircraft and is hardly the kind of place any of 
us can pop up to for the weekend).

Quetico is a different story. It is con
venient enough that people can get there. It 
is very beautiful. It has fresh streams. Lakes. 
And unfortunately lots of beautiful trees. We 
say unfortunately, because the Province with 
its two-sided approach to wilderness parks 
has seen a way to make a few bucks from 
these beautiful trees. So they’ve sold the 
lumber rights to 468 square miles of the 
northeast section of the park to a large 
Canadian pulp and paper firm. That means 
there'll be more roads slashed through the 
park. There’ll be newer, more commercial 
bridges over one of the last really clean 
rivers in the Province, the Wawiag. And 
everything else that comes with the Pulp & 
Paper industry.

But there was still money to be made. 
So the Province made a volume agreement 
for the lumber rights to about 400 square

miles in the northwest section to another 
Pulp & Paper Company. Cutting should 
begin there shortly. That means out of a 
total area of 1750 square miles of public 
parkland, the Province has made concessions 
on approximately half of it. (And they are 
supposed to be considering the mining po
tential now, which could mean some more 
loot in the Provincial bag).

Our point is basically this: the Province 
seems less concerned with maintaining any
thing in its natural state than it is in making 
money justified by political fast talk and some 
excuses of councils and research studies. 
Well, it’s obvious there is no time to waste. 
We all can remember how beautiful Algon
quin was. And how we thought of that as a 
true refuge in this Province. Yet by last 
summer, there were 24 logging companies 
operating there. And the popular Lake of 
Two Rivers was found to be polluted. We 
don’t need that to happen all over again.

What we do need is some intelligent and 
sensible administration of what little acces
sible natural beauty we do have left in 
Province of this size. It would appear that 
we are not going to get it by following the 
courses we have taken so far. That’s why we 
are coming to you for your help. Because 
some of the stuff can be stopped only if you 
act fast.
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Fill out the accompanying coupon and 

send it alone or with a letter voicing your 
feelings to the Honourable René Brunette, 
Minister of Lands and Forests, Queen’s 
Park, Toronto. Tell him how you feel about 
Quetico. Tell him you want to save it.

If you don’t do it for yourself, at least 
do it for your children. The way this govern
ment is going it’s very clear that your actions 
have to be taken now. Or never.
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Dear Mr. Brunelle: X

I’m appalled that this kind of attitude prevails in this 
Province. I am for saving Quetico both from the hands of 
the Pulp & Paper industry, one of the greatest polluters in 
the world, and the Ontario government. Can’t we just leave 
something alone for a change?

<r

XV v
Name.

X “JAddress.

City/Town
L ■J

Do it Mr. Brunelle.
Mutioo Probe at the University of Toronto.
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Give peace a chance

LennonPlastic Ono Band heir to beat/es
By STEVE GELLER the Lennons argue that only by 

The formation of the Plastic Ono making each individual realize 
Band with their first single Give that he can institute some form of pi 
Peace a Chance and the 1969 anti-violence protest which would 
Christmas declaration of “War is lead to peace then the world will Wm
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HAIR,over — if you want it” were 
primary steps in the endeavors of 
newlyweds John Lennon and Yoko 
Ono in striving for world-wide 
peace protests.

Their most recent protest for 
peace attempts to reach the mass 
media in the form of their latest 
Apple release simply entitled 
Wedding Album.

Wedding Album is not a musical 
effort. In consists of two, one tract , . ,
sides which convey both messages mankind always conscious of the 
as to the achievement of world aspect of peace by both instituting

their own peace protests and by 
encouraging others to engage in a 
“wage peace” campaign.

become universally tranquil.
The Amsterdam portion of 

Wedding Album puts an end to any 
of the wild guesses as to the 
reasons behind John and Yoko’s *
peace campaign. The sincerity of 
the Lennons with regard to their 
peace project is attested to by the 
interviews of the Amsterdam 
sleep-in.
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Their only aim is to make

peace as well as an example of a 
protest for peace.

The side called Amsterdam
consists of a series of interviews The John and Yoko side of the 
from the seven day peace bed-in of album consists of the sound of

a steady heartbeat with Lennons 
"What we're really doing is repeating each other’s name for 22 

sending a message out to the minutes and 23 seconds, 
world," declares Lennon as he 
explains that while most people are 
aware of the need for peace, no one 
is really doing anything about it.

The Lennons suggest a series of 
protests to rid the world of 
universal peace apathy, but 
careful to add that the demon
strations must be done peacefully
as this is the only way of achieving lhe Lennons mean by protest for 
true peace. peace, the John and Yoko half of

Protests most amicable to John Wedding Album is an artisticly
and Yoko include going to bed for sensuous way of saying 'lay don’t 
peace, growing long hair for peace, slay’•
giving up a week of holidays for John Lennon is also presently 
peace and sitting-in a bank for making musical advances with the

aid of the Plastic Ono Band. In 
Yoko explains that “everything sPi,e of the horrendous screaming 

that happens to us is our respon- moans by Yoko Ono on the second , . ,, „ .
sibility” and that the actual side of their newest album, The camnai(m Juk 'vT8 h|f P6aCe 'he C L- Perkins tune, Blue Suede few guitar chords and
violence in the world is a symbol of Plastic Ono Band — Live Peace in Th_ Pp.g". th„ * ok° and 8rouP- Shoes (a gold record just over a bination of instrumental and
a universal violent atmosphere, Toronto 1969 (Apple SW-3362) will hpPf 0no Band should decade ago), with the vitality vocally-combined chorus
using as an example the per- probably be marked as one of the j"1® * prominent f|gure on the enabling its reincarnation to fit resembles almost exactly the 
secution of the Jews in Europe significant albums of the year. , e' , , , , perfectly into the contemporary sound and style of the early
during the Second World War As the Beatles will probably split admfresthe^musfcal'stv.e o^ tîe toMonev a "'m d° 5^ The ^cation from th? Live
wherein the actual physical action up permanently in the near future mid 50s/ earlv 60s rock ‘n’ rni 15 S ^lzz,e' Peace in Toronto 1969 album then
was only the end result of a lengthy with Ringo turning to acting, Paul and that he would like 5 e,a r„ ore 8etting int0 Çold Turkey, a is that a reversion to the musical
world-wide persecution. retiring lo write music, George ?he sounds oTïosl finies Lennon .song patterns of a decade and a half ago
_ln th,s strivmg for world peace, forming a group with Eric Clapton The Plastic Ono Band performs distinct iSSTng^oVa ïï£Mî^ïïlS?SiSS
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The emotional surge ranges 
from terribly loud and cold 
screams to whispery, heavy 
breathing. It makes the recently- 
controversial Je t’aime sound like 
Shirley Temple reciting Mary Had 
a Little Lamb.
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The Band's return was grand, oh so grand
£BEEEE ESrrFF"
£ “ehhSrSt! !K MekDank, JR R„ber,s„„ and JSS&£\SS
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As they began their opening ! 
number, This Wheel’s On Fire, 
they began radiating a friendly’ 
engulfing warmth which quickly 
spread throughout the crowded 
Massey Hall.

The Band came back home, an 
example of how, after a decade, a 
local group had finally made good.
The quality and feeling of their 
music, their attitude toward the 
audience as well as the crowd’s 
feeling for The Band made for 
more than just a superb concert; 
what happened was an emotional 
experience.

The Band realized that they had 
to go to the United States to make 
the big time, a fact of which they 
appeared to be sorry. With an air of 
sincere simplicity, Robbie 
Robertson commented : “It’s good 
to be home again.” From then on,
The Band presented one of its 
greatest performances.

For an hour and 20 minutes, they 
functioned like a jewelled precision 
watch, displaying a talent that 
cannot be reproduced on record.
Their sense of timing was perfect.
Each member of the group played 
not for himself but for and into 
each other.

It could have been only the result £
of 10 years of rehearsing and | 
learning each other’s 
movements and style.

Levon Helm, who occasionally 
exchanged his drums for an

By PAT KUTNEY 
Little can be added to the

com

I The performance of The Band 
(to two sellout audiences at 
Massey Hall last Saturday) gave 
me a mellow euphoric high that 
was only rivalled by a couple of 
concerts in the last year: one by 
Mother Tucker’s Yellow Duck at 
the Electric Circus on a weekday 
and the other by the Grateful Dead 
at the Rock Pile.

The Band’s music was complete 
in itself, like the meshing of the 
component parts of a small 
machine. Yet their songs did not 
fall into the rut of being artificial or 
stilted.

The honesty and simplicity and 
strength of character of The 
Band’s members were controlling 
factors in each song. It is un
doubtedly the honesty and sim
plicity of their music which ex
plained the warm, even revered 
response they were accorded at the 
end of the show.

The band are certainly a group 
that Canadians should be proud of, 
rather than those mongers of 
garbage noise, Steppenwolf, who 
the business students were in
tending to bring in for Winter 
Carnival for the ridiculous figure 
of $10,000.

Promoter Martin Onrot must be 
congratulated, not only for coor
dinating two well balanced lighting 
and sound systems, but for 
again, being able to gauge the 
public's taste.
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lights. Camera, flttioa!
One of the few great musicals

Dolly—song and dance and simple delight
By LLOYD CHESLEY

It is generally considered that the most 
popular, most exciting form of movies is 
the musical. On top of that, if I wanted to 
be intellectual, I might say that the 
musical is the ultimate achievement of 
cinema art. But I don’t want to be in
tellectual. I just saw Hello Dolly.

It is true that musicals are the best-loved 
type of film. Unfortunately, this love is 
built on a myth. For there have been few 
great musicals. Besides Astaire and 
directors Ernst Lubitsch and Rouben 
Mamoulian, there is little of classic worth. 
But in the fifties, when so much of the 
movie scene was an arid death valley, the 
myth came to life. The source was the 
MGM musicals, mostly centring on or 
influenced by Gene Kelly. Apologies to 
20th Century Fox produced it, but in Hello 
Dolly the MGM golden age is reborn.
. The essential ingredients to a musical 
are color, life, laughs and music. The last 
may seem obvious, but it seems that only 
Kelly, now in the director’s chair for Dolly, 
can realize a film that is almost totally 
music and dance. Remembering An 
American in Paris and the best musical of 
all, Singin’ In The Rain, is remembering 
song after song after dance after dance. 
And Dolly is the same. It seems that a 
number has barely ended when another 
starts.

And of course its more than the quantity 
that does this. For one thing, the previous 
number is so good that it is still running 
through your mind when the next begins. 
Also there is plenty of fine comedy to fill 
the gaps.

- For some reason Kelly, who always 
choreographed his own work, has forsaken 
the job now that he is directing. Instead the 
job goes to Michael Kidd, who did 
Astaire's The Band Wagon and Seven 
Brides For Seven Brothers, two of the best 
ot MGM’s golden period.

Kidd does more athletic dances than 
Kelly. His people leap and prance about 
like acrobats at a fair. Here it is good. For 
it is easy for a good dancer to dance well, 
but it is hard for any dancer to project a 
personality and become great. Astaire 
lacks a lot. but no one has his personality. 
Kelly, when he dances is the best, for he 
makes up what he lacks in a perfect 
personality by dancing perfectly. The 
dances in Dolly are all kept nice and busy 
and so are we, enjoying away as fast as 
they can hop and twirl.

Color, color, color. The art design by 
Jack Martin Smith and Herman 
Blumenlhal and the costumes by Irene 
Sharall (1 am including names you rarely 

tor these people deserve so much 
credit ) are turned by photographer Harry 
Stradling into scenery as exciting as the 
dancing they decorate.

And Kelly takes all this together and 
creates simple delight. It isn’t easy, for it 
requires all the charm, honesty and humor 
that he always projected on screen to do 
so. Right from the opening, where 
everybody sounds like sweeping and 
walking take on the rhythm of the dance 
through the comic scenes that mix slap
stick and innuendo, it is a Gene Kelly 
picture, and it is him at his best.

Dolly has songs and a book that are not 
up to Gershwin and the writing team of 
Comden and Green, but the cast, always 
under the able thumb of Kelly, do well with 
what they’ve got.

• There are a lot of leads and all do fine. Of 
special note is Michael Crawford (How I 
Won The War) as supporting male, dan
cing and charming in a way more 
niscient of Dick Van Dyke than Kelly. But 
he is a good hoofer and a funny guy.

But when you talk about funny guys you 
are talking about Walter Matthau. I guess 
this is about the best he has ever been. Not 
only his delivery of lines, but his reactions 
are hilarious. He can get a bigger laugh 
with a raise of the eyebrows than most can 
with a good joke. And he and Kelly make

good use of his voice and accent in the 
songs, as well as his peculiar posture in the 
dances.

But the star of Dolly is Dolly and Dolly is 
Barbra Streisand. The stage show carried 
on by virtue of the nostalgia surrounding 
the old-timers that played the lead. Now it 
is a vital performer who has the part. It is 
said that Barbra is the biggest star 
around. As Groucho once said, “This is no 
coincidence.”

She, by virtue of being the brightest 
talent of song and comedy we have, is 
capable of bringing more entertainment to 
more people than anyone else. She has a 
sort of Chaplin-esque importance, and she 
uses it well. She turns tired lines into 
bellylaughs, and tired melodies into 
moving, exciting numbers.

.There are two notes of tragedy involved 
in this show.

One I have hinted at: it seems that Kelly 
will dance no more. He is the best, the true 
soul of the musical, and so all there is left 
is his past. That is more than I should hope 
for, but for the lack of future is sad. 
Anyway, he is great comic talent and

continues to direct, next giving us Hank 
Fonda and Jimmy Stewart in The 
Cheyenne Social Club.

The other tragedy is that Matthau and 
Streisand hate each other. Professionals 
that they are, they didn’t let it show in the 
movie, so we are left with the only effort of 
what could have been a great team-up of 
the perfect nag and the perfect slow burn. 
But on their separate paths thev should 
give more pleasure than I have the right to 
ask for.

It is hard to write about something when 
all you can do is rave. But when I 
great musical I know that I am seeing 
something too good to be true. It seems a 
fatuous art-form if you intellectualize, but 
in the odd instance when it is done well, it 
can be more affecting than anything else. 
It has its meaning, and it is a noble value, 
especially the way most of us feel most of 
the time these days.

I know that feeling when I walk out of a 
theatre and a little lilt comes to my 
otherwise leaden feet, and before I know it 
or can control myself, I’m singin’ in the 
rain.
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20th Century Fox's musical Hello Dolly is the rebirth of MGM's golden fifties.

Notes to the hopeful,would-be film-maker
By DAN MERKUR

There is an aspect of film-making that has almost en
tirely been forgotten of late, and that is professionalism.

The American cineam of today, in attempting to throw 
of I the influences of Hollywood, has at the same time 
thrown off all that was of value under the old system. 
Hollywood of the 30s, 40s and even well into the 50s con
cerned itself primarily with one of two major themes in 
every film that was released.

Either a film had a romantic theme, or it was an action- 
adventure story. And to these films the great Hollywood 
machine applied its great talents in every department — 
from the art direction of Cedric Gibbons and Hans Drier 
to scores by Max Steiner, Dmitri Tiomkin and Ernst 
Wolfgang Korngold.

Writers like William Faulkner and Lillian Heilman 
brought in to write screenplays, and specialty men 

like Willis O’Brien, who animated King Kong, or Don 
Siegel, who did the Warner Brothers montage sequences, 
were held in high esteem and used to their best advantage!

Out of this machine came films like Casablanca The 
Adventures of Robin Hood, The Philadelphia Story, Ar
senic and Old Lace, The Maltese Falcon, Goodbye Mr. 
Chips, and Top Hat.

The films were light and frivolous They had no ear
thshaking social importance They were made simply to 
entertain. And t^e’ re perfectly crafted by top notch 
talents in o-d^r > ,, ;h'* simply entertain. They
w( e di oteswiO.. , « il>' -* oups ot nims has ever
been

In the 50s, trends in foreign cinema began to seriously 
affect the American film industry. While an American 
film had traditionally been concerned with getting the plot 
of a love, adventure or comedy story across, the foreign 
film had a message to tell the world.

For the foreign film-maker, the film was a medium for 
the dissemination of opinions. To Hollywood, the filmic 
medium was a variety stage that could bring top 
entertainers into every little town that could put a sheet 
one end of a hall, and lamp at the other.

In the 50s, Hollywood began to notice that the foreign 
product was more serious, more didactic. Oh, film
makers had always been aware of the ‘highbrow’ content 

. of European films, but it was in the 50s that these 
highbrow’ films began making a good buck.

As a result, Hollywood, for the first time, was faced with 
the decision of what was to take priority — the en
tertainment, or the message. Foreign films obviously 
opted for the message. Which accounted for inferior 
lighting, camerawork, composition, scripting, scoring,

The old Hollywood opted for the old standards of 
storytelling. But the younger Hollywood was caught in the 
middle — with little interest in entertaining, but just as 
hi tie knowledge of how to get the theme across.

Occasionally a professional Hollywood piece is still 
made — action films like Butch Cassidy or The Wild 
Bunch, or romantic films like The Sterile Cuckoo 
Adaptations of ‘heavier’ novels are still done, and when 
done properly, like The Reivers, they come off very well

indeed. But how much more frequent are all message and 
no storytelling style films like The Arrangement?

With the current situation in the American industry, 
with Hollywood dying because of mismanagement of the 
studios, multimillion dollar flops, crippling union 
restrictions, and general stupidity, strange things are in 
the offing.

Since Bonnie and Clyde made it big, with a script that 
had been turned down everywhere because unknowns had 
written it, it has become a good thing to buv unknown 
properties left and right.

Since Easy Rider, it has become a good thing to buy 
stars' homemade movies. Since Pretty Poison did it big. 
Hollywood is taking flyers on just about anything < in
cluding a ghastly short subject McMaster University put 
out.)

I seriously think the Hollywood market is in such a bad 
way that the roof is going to cave in shortly, and when it 
does, everybody is going to be starting from scratch 
again, making movies that people will enjoy watching.

I always figured that if you could get your plot across 
intelligently you were doing OK, and then if vou could 
entertain you were doing better, and then if you could put 
a message on the end of it. you hit the jackpot. But without 
the plot and without the professionalism, the message 
nowhere.

I can get the message of a film out of any review The 
tilm still has to be worth two hours of watching Most 
aren’t these days. Think about it.
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What would you do 
if you had the chance 
to play in the NHL?
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Yeoman Donny Young decided 
his degree came first
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Am ■ ■ lot of the guys are making very 

little, with big families to support. But 
they’ve got no education to fall back on, 
and they’re doomed to play in the minors 
for the rest of their careers. I didn’t want 
that, so I came back to York this year for 
my degree.” And so Don Young, the 
smooth-skating veteran centre of the York 
Yeomen, rejected the Canadian Dream by 
turning down an offer to play professional 
hockey with the Oakland 
organization.

changed the age rules. I would have had 
only one year of eligibility instead of two 
bo I decided to go to York.”

Young admits that his decision to /, . pass
up Junior A hockey hurt his personal 
development badly, but now he has his 
high school degree and is within a few 
months of his BA.

Donny Young was offered a job with the Oakland Seals,
but he turned it down.

neman. They were three of the fastest 
skaters in the league. Our line was going 
around like chickens with their heads 
off trying to keep up with them.”

On the second day of practice Young got 
welcomed to the NHL. “It was the first 
shift after lunch, and I wasn’t really 
warmed up yet. We were just nearing the 
end of the shift.

‘ I got a pass, crossed centre, and passed 
off to my left winger. I made the usual 
rookie mistake of standing there admiring 
my pass. Bert Marshall came from 
nowhere and flattened

“I didn’t want to look like I was hurt with 
all the coaches watching, but I just 
couldn’t get up. It was an unbelievable 
feeling My legs wouldn’t work, and I felt 
like I had a knife deep in my stomach. 
There were two Oakland sportswriters 
there acting as referees. They came over 
and told me to get up. I just lay there 
pointing at my throat.

"Finally the trainer came over I had 
swallowed my tongue and he had to pull it 
out. It fell back down my throat again but
IuWa.S?ùt badly hurt- Marshall rode me 
about the check for a couple of days but 
coach Fred Glover told me nobody could

, "There were only ,hre= or four other righl a,ler a
n1£f?e,ntS m.cam,P- Suys who had played . Although they were all competing for a 

“I knew going back could hurt my international League. Everyone else handful of jobs, there was no hostility
hockey development, even if I do try out r,oin tbe ‘fm system or had just been among the players. “The NHL guvs
again next year. But once you’ve got the p cked up ln the amateur draft.” great,” remembers Donny. “There was
degree, they can’t take it away from you.” Unlike baseball or football, with their always a lot of kibitzing going on, and they

Canada is full of men not wise enough to , ng Gaining camp, hockey camps only fea y gave d to me after I swallowed rny
follow Young’s course of action. You see ° ,Two weeks to grab the ton^f f
them in cold country arenas, coaching brass ring, with four men after every job. Most of the guys knew their own level,
Junior C or Intermediate A or Senior B, the “We had two shifts every day, an hour !" ™ere Pretty sure of where they’d end 
junior hotshots who reached with both and a half in the morning and an hour and L ihT™! u Tony’ knew he d either
hands for the brass ring, and fell short. a quarter in the afternoon. Usually we’d hp ahi u 8 C.T.Jor g0 to Providence in
And then one day they wake up, and scrimmage for about two hours of that «Show l up °Penin8 the season 
they’re 34-years-old, with a pink slip from time- Every couple of days we’d switch the ,, k and’ but he’s down in the AHL
a low minors club, and there’s nothing to ,ines around to give everyone an even v«i h
show and nowhere to go. chance. There were only four goalies in ne nopes and dreams of a lifetime

iEHHrEF"-"s a»'1 so part was pre,ty even for us m hry ™ “
dream, but Donny Young did it and made Marcel Pai»e is 37-years-old. His career almost infinitesimal^ but^wh thefe . 
r a h TVC- Next summer he’H have his bas been a merry-go-round trip between bucked the odds down to 4 i Jî , y°U-ve®yXand there are always other training ^e American Hockey League and the New camp, hope dies slowlv ^ traming

ps' York Rangers bench. His last NHL game For players like Wavne Mnlnin
That Young was invited to camp this *as f.lve seasons a8°. but there’s nothing brief three game stay with DeïoU’toshow 

year was surprising, considering that he eIs!. to g0 to- 80 he goes through the for a seven year career a train ni oïmn
never played junior hockey and sat out last motions of trying to beat out men a decade represented the golden ODoortunitv "in
season. In high school he had been a most younger and a precious second faster. achieve a boyhood dream y
sought-after player, but again school came “» was tough getting back in the groove , “No one thought Muloin would make it

a8ain- Jt took me about a week to find my b.ut then he started hitting everybody in 
place, but after that I held my own. S18ht. He put Carol Vadnais out for a week

“The first day they had me on a line with ^ on* of4 his checks. He ended up by 
two other rookies against a line of Norm Mulôiîf k”' Th?[es a lot of guys ,ike 
Ferguson. BU„ Hick,, and «, Brï ÏÏS,

At Oakland’s camp, Don roomed with 
Tony Featherstone, the Seals’ number one 
draft choice from the Kitchener Rangers.

I figure if I had played junior hockey I 
would have been as good as Tony now ” 
says Young.

year because they’d rather play hockey in
e mmors than get a job somewhere.

The pressure was pretty bad on some of 
them Charlie Hodge really missed 
family. He would walk the streets for a
Se,SdyTqwry nlgh‘ He W“ jUSt

. , Tkere was always somebody after your 
job. Gerry Odrowski and Joe Szura figured 
they had the club made, but they got beat 
out and went back to the minors.”

You hear a lot about the ones that made 
i i but no one seems to care about the ones 
who go down. Odrowski spent most of his 
career in the Western League; Szura spent 
eight years in the bushes before playing 
his first NHL game. They thought they had 
t made, but this business doesn’t work

!,bat,way- ,No ma»er how long it takes to 
get to the top, there’s 
stay.

After a while I was working with Yves 
Locas and Gene Ubriaco. I played better 
with them. One day I beat Garry Smith 
with a shot but hit the post; later on I set 
Ubi îaco up for a couple of goals.”

It took Gene Ubriaco 10 seasons to get to 
the NHL. He’s since been traded to 
Chicago for Howie Menard, another 
journeyman. Yves Locas has played .... 
pio seasons, but although he once got 40 
goals in the AHL, he has 
inside of an NHL 

“Mr Selke told me at the end of the two 
weeks thcit he wanted to send me to Nash
ville. He told me to think it over carefully 
I asked around about the EHL, and then 
decided to go back to school ”

The Eastern Hockey League is a 
t.irowback to the glory days of minor 
league baseball. With n teams spread 
from Long Island to Jacksonville along the 
eastern seaboard, it’s a league of one long 
and lonely busride from city to city which 
somehow all look the same. It's a league of 
broken dreams and unfulfilled promise 
The rosters read like a memory of the last 
15 years of the OHA, but the players are no 
longer the young heroes but tired old men 
playing out the string.

Every boy in Canada who’s ever taken 
the ice has wanted to play in the NHL, and 
the pro training camps and the low minors 
are full of men chasing that dream they’ll 
never catch. For Donny Young that 
dream is just as real as it is to every 
hockey player in Canada. But there are 
only places in that dream for a handful 
and the rest must have something else 

For Donny Young there will be other 
training camps, and other shots at the 
NHL. But there will be something else if 
the brass ring is just too far past his grasp 
so he is content to play for the Yeomen’s 
strongest ever team as they seek the 
national title.

"I don’t know what H! do next year. I 
saw the Oakland vi.r, «- -m t time they 
were here tot,'-* j "hey want
me tocctmc ; «A .**. , „ . .«m* rOW
uii 1 Wcij.d Ls b»; V-ÿtiOP'. '

Seals’
cut

Young reached his decision this sum
mer. After two weeks at the Seals’ training 
camp, he was offered a professional 
contract with Oakland’s Nashville farm Donny had a good season with York two 
team in the Eastern Hockey League. The years ago as they finished second in the
offer was tempting; there isn’t a boy in OIAA. Last year he decided to concentrate
Canada who’s ever pulled on a pair of on his courses while building up his weight
skates who hasn’t dreamed of one day with three-a-week workouts at a Toronto
playing in the National Hockey League. gym.

To complicate matters, Don is already However, Don kept up his hockey 
According to Alan Eagleson, counsel playing pickup games around the city. He

or the NHL Player’s Association, if you drew the attention of the ubiquitous NHL
haven t made it by the time you’re 24 your scouts even there, with both Oakland and
chances of getting to the NHL are very the Philadelphia Flyers after him. The
slim- Seals placed him on their negotiation list.

“Frank Selke, the Seals’ general Pe sighed two forms, and was on his way
manager, told me I’d need three years in *° Oakland’s Oshawa training camp,
the minors before I’d have a chance of Oon had no false hopes of breaking into 
coming up to the big leagues,” explained the opening lineup and taking the NHL by
Young. “I thought it over, and asked storm, but he thought the camp would be a
several people for advice.” useful experience.

his

me.

no guarantee you’ll

They had 63 men in camp, including a 
dozen other centres. The year before 
there’d been only 36 players in the whole 
camp, so there was a lot of competition for 
jobs.

One of those people was Lou Angotti, the 
fiery centre of the Chicago Black Hawks. 
Angotti is one of the few players in the 
NHL with a BA. He attended Michigan 
Tech before turning pro. Angotti strongly 
urged Don to go back to York for his final 
year. Young took the advice.

ten

never seen the
arena.

were

are

“I was invited to the Marlboros’ camp 
twice, and Detroit was interested in me 
too. But I figured if I combined school and 
hockey they’d both suffer, and I 
sidered school more important.

“After I graduated from grade 13 I went 
to the Peterborough Petes’ training camp. 
I made the tea in, .but. that year they

con- won’t 
every

By NICK MARTIN
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Stiffest league opposition yet

outpucked 6-4 by hockey Yeomen
wlterKShera™ Goldin3^ lk6 P'ay ba.dly^ torecheSg made Stero LatLîiK boïndVbe laT?'"Bruce ïenny^c' what P™ved to be the winning goal

pfff EHi lipiimvery successfulin leagueplay, the forechecking and hampered one Lutheran goal and played the Ihe Hawks were no? ’1W3S, °^!T Modray. Stroud, Kosoy and
ub is betterthan its record (0-2-2) York s skating. It was like skating last three and a half minutes when Yeomen walk nvor fh mg t0 et the GaliPeau halted Lutheran's

indmates. The Golden Hawks .«n pebbles. “It looked like the ice the Yeomen thwarted Lutheran's Licio OnpariP \ momentum,
provided the stiffest opposition the had acne,” Yeoman Steve efforts to tie the score the third S^l hmiT^ in With a minute remaining
Yeomen have encountered in Latinovitch said later. When thp v^nmon k -n u , period, but Lutheran Purcell sent nut th<^ i;na
league play so far. Like Ryerson^ Happy at picking up two points lead in the first period it looked at narrow Y^k's*'!? 8,°alS t0 Bowness- Dunn and Cengarle to
they should improve as the on the road, Coach Bill Purcell said if they were headed for anShe? KJwed bv ÏÏÏ?7 l° t3' 'ake a face-off in York's end. Dunn
schedule progresses. he was not surprised at the lopsided victory. Some of the York Hawks stormed mIvZT* fot thepuck at York's blue line and

Lutheran’s coach, Larry Pfaff, remarked nLi ^ roSC°re' ?e fans who made the trip to Kit- looking for the tying goal d’ ohed a backhander that cleared
fell his men could have won, if they fjnkhpï • L^h6^n’ who cbener were already thinking They were buzzln/a round en* l iP Lutherans defenceman like a
had forechecked in the first period vear h ^ 0IAA last about the Yeomen scoring 10 goals Bill Holden when8 Dave Kosov fho™ ,™ sailing over an out-
as they did in the last two. Pfaff Sev riSvftal 3 ,Strong Jhe fjrst two York goals were passed from behind the goal line to puck droPPed
explained that his forwards were of finishmg cha"ces identical — the centre-man had the Murray Stroud at the face-off ab”ul 20 f®et m front of the goal and
hanging back at the blue line and defeated !Hp8Vp $t they puck m the right corner and passed circle in York's end Stroud saw s!ldmt^he net like a perfect 3-iron
not going deep into York's end to eheneMasf vpIr " 4"3 m K,t" along the "ease to the left-winger George Corn cutting behind the ,°l "S?8 up to the Pin 
break up the plays in the first As fa y; . . who tapped it in. Stroud set up Lutheran defence Taking Stroud's C,hip,s: The junior varsity
penod. The Yeomen led 3-0 after eerned Pfaff a fu C°n" Latinovilch for the first goal while pass at the red line Coro o i T! Centennial Col|ege a 3-
the opening 20 minutes. ed’ Pfaff remarked that any Rodger Bowness and Brian Dunn away from the defence and sSpH ? d a,ler two Periods' but rallied

At times, York’s attack ____________________________________________ aetence and scored to win 4-3 on Jan. 13. Don Fraser
peared disorganized, but Pfaff M " -------------------------------- scored twice while Ken MacRitchie
pointed out that his club’s strong f . ^WUÊÊSÊ^ÊÊÊÊ 3^u Jim P?sick had singles,
lorechecking had caused mistakes. m • ” ' S.Then- record is 5-2-3 and their next
“We forechecked them to death in S ■ game is Thursday, January
the last two periods,” he said Ë ■ V 29th against Seneca College.

He recalled that people had said Ë ■ • ' Kon , p°rter,
the Waterloo Warriors had played È ~ ■ mononucleosis during the holidays,
a bad game when Lutheran ■ ■ made the trip to Kitchener but did

not play. . .Purcell hopes the 
defenceman will be back in a 
couple of weeks. . . . Some of the 
York tans

who had

0IAA finals t
were talking about 

chartering a bus to Sudbury for the 
Laurentian game. It's a good idea. 
1 he enthusiastic Laurentian fans 
are probably worth at least a goal 
to the Voyageurs. A good con
tingent of York fans will mean the 
same tor the Yeomen in Sudburv 
Feb. l.

in
set for York

OIAA HOCKEY STANDINGS 
GP W LTFA Pts. 

4 4 0 0 34 13 8 
4 3 1 0 26 21 6

The 1970 volleyball OIAA 
championships will be held at 
York.

The tournament had been 
originally scheduled for Brock 
University, but due to lack of 
facilities at Brock, it 
scheduled to here.

For the last two years when the 
championship has been held here, 
the Yeomen have won and their 
chances of a third victory look 
good.

Until now, the team has not been 
very successful, but all the games 
have been exhibitions against 
teams not in York’s league. The 
Yeomen now have four remaining 
games before the tournament 
which will be held Feb. 13 in the 
main gym.

YORK

t
Ryerson
Laurentian 3 2 0 1 23 12 5 
Trent 5 1 3 1 20 32 3
Wat.-
Lutheran
Brock

V»
4 0 2 2 18 21 2
4 0 4 0 18 40 0

was re- ■m
1

II York women 
come fourthm mmmmsmffi§flËÜk,91I I 1 KafeggSmW The. w°men's volleyball team

JHPWiV 1 ^ e'n, -rth inafield of nine at
If ■ i the Waterloo Invitational

■ rJ - I t Bæ^9l last weekend,t || IR E The University of Toronto team

11 I ■ CaTwf,rSt; Wes,ern came second

fSSEEE mcm " thatsmapts: ....„

year’s champions eoine on tn thP McMaster s Steve Mettrich shows some of the Saturrl^u td:> # w and went on to defeat Western in a
wiU|Ag FeTta,66 heM ■" ov'atgintf^ S

boH1^e Ryerson. Queens Tn B-baiT
S-ZpSVT'T more ^10 handlineandfaslagëressiveF"

It was surprising how much Significance Hp ed a11 scorers with 21 points. 0n Saturday, the Yeomen travelled to breaking the back of the Queens team. The
three fouls could have in a basketball def^Tt aggress've rebounding on the “'"jp10" where they beat the Queen’s Ye,omea f*nall-v Pulled ahead 37-36 and
game. In the first of York’s B-ball wins last ] ^oards a,nd was the Pivot for an Golden Gaels for their second big win of widened .he margin to 70-58 at the final
week it made all the difference in the ,, f? ,ed offens€v He controlled the ball the week. This game saw the return of Alf buzzer. It was a
world. well from outside and inside and showed Lane and Sandy Nixon to the club Nixon

"£9^» -or the -sehhZr™7iil’“ï,n,S The

Saydo" wasnlUeVwithmesntreSd' knTe ^^"half^LweveT.^aTT^Vent ' teuSJSfcS ot S^1 dU^ in the

irom antSattacUk of bro^hitrandta?8 I™ C3me out of the dressing room as if ^econd halfb He had^bœniobbSeaîheHn

bed. Alf Lane and Sandv Nixond Zh a tbey real,y wanted to win. They picked up ^ week by a. Pu,led le6 muscle and it
eligibility problem whirh^.*^! the tempo and began to run. They showed hampered his play enough for him to packuntil later a break, someSgneTto * m 3fter 3 frustrating ^ half.

POnTp of al^this^ York* opened the game mfgTmTby^ berome thearoustome^manner They had

■““-si: "ssSSs SifiSs
had 15 and Stan Raphael had 14 Kimel hnth a°°^ York defense and York was
sunk 5. P d H Kimel bothered, somewhat, by a spotty Queen’s

press.

W.9 mm1

F7

Tour-

Xtlv

n , , tough game throughout.
Man Raphael was given a really rough 
time underneath as both teams used their 
elbows as hammers. The one fact that 
turned the tide in the second half, along 
with Dubinsky’s scoring was the fine 
rebounding of the Yeomen. They con
trolled both the offensive and defensive 
boards. Raphael, Kimel and Lane 
solid as usual, and Jim Mountain was up 
there with the best, grabbing the lion’s 
share of rebounds in the second half.

were

Nixon led all scorers with his 22 points 
followed for York, by Dubinsky who potted 
14 (12 m the second half). Raphael had 
nine points for the winners with Kimel 
swishmg eight, Lane with six. Mountain 
wjth five and Weppler with four.

Three fouls went to veteran centre Ron
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3 women's sports to get national finals
D . By MARGIE WOLFE beginning next year, swimming, gym- conferences. As a result the Ontario-Quebec predict that the gymnastic squad will take

eginmng with the 1970-71 season, nasties and volleyball will have national conference, which is made up of 12 in- part in this first national finals competition
ïsTcondarvTOsiüïi6îîf^fma'! 3t ®US, SP0,S throughout the stitutions, York included, sent four York is rated among the top five gym- 
more dominant5station alongside i ^male C°Unlry’ Wlth basketba11 ln the following representatives while the Women’s In- nastic schools in the country. This status is 
counternarts 8 season. tercollegiate Athletic Union sent two per-

Basketball was put off a year as it was sons to speak for their six schools and the n .
11ns significant step is a result of a believed that the schools from the west who Atlantic (AWIAU) and Western (WCIAA) $ f*111»I• f meeting to (lise

decision made by the Women’s In- have been playing men’s rules for many conferences, sending four and three 1 1 LI H I, i
tercollegiate Competition Representative years are still too far ahead in experience to members respectively Laskm Rights and
Council to establish nationwide finals for compete fairly against universities that When the competition begins next vear Ï o,
W AHhe5 meel npnhSdnad r in «7 bave °n*y adopted the new changes in the each of the four conferences^!!! send their I sponsibihtie» Report
.At the meeting held in Toronto Dec. 6-7, past five seasons. champion to olav for the national titlo I |a„ 90 9 tl

the council of 13 women physical educators, The council was set up with the idea that Although York's women's volleyball and " 1 "
4?)C Canariianr^nSHtm^y0nS’ repres,ent‘n8 there would be only one member for every swimming teams may not be expected to Winters Dining Hall

1 , announce a three institutions in the four Canadian make the finals, it is not wishful thinking to .

I
I

11 ss

Koster and Frost won ENGLISH SPECIALIST
English Specialist is required for the 
preparation of educational review material 
for secondary school and university level 3. 
Proposed manuscripts are related to 
literary classics both past and present.
This is an excellent opportunity to sup
plement your income through an extension 
of your specialized interests.

McGill squashes York 3-2
open

«s, ™ SSSSk
îMüûft k: „t,i " S5ïthrough their American opponents, squash to take a 3-1 win from the game 

Corby School, by a five-love Scottish junior champion, Colin With the match at 2-1, Doug
the* whole'ma I rh "Thpif thpIT MacIn,°sh. Frost improved on his Owens seemed to have lost his or 
.. M . .. -X f 8arne afid allowed his opponent no he was two games to love down
he McGill squad in the early af- latitude, coming through at 3-0. against a much older and ex- 

ternoon, and playing extremely with two matches in hand

Please reply to Box 151 
EXCALIBUR with details 
of your interests and other 
qualifications.

York perienced opponent and interest 
moved to Nabil Labib's match in 
which La bib seemed to have the 
upper hand.

But then news came that Owens, 
pulling out all stops, had levelled at 
two games all. A quick look showed 
a tired but game Owens fighting on 
in the fifth but finally dropping it 
and the match at 10-15 in the fifth 
game.

Labib was York's last hope. 
Down two games- to one, he had 
levelled the match in the fourth 
game. The fifth and deciding game 
was as nerve-wracking to the 
gallery as it was, by the noises to 
the players. After a series of good 
rallies intermixed by horrifying 
mistakes the game arrived at 12- 
12.

Labib, after playing an excellent 
match, seemed suddenly tired and 
his opponent, Mike Martin, the 
brother of the famed Peter, took 
the game with a couple of beautiful 
and unplayable angles.

WANT-ADSYEOMEN

IN OUR CLASSIFIED SECTION ARE 
A BARGAIN AT $1.00 PER IN
SERTION.

CLASSIFIED ADS ARE ACCEPTED 
IN THE EXCALIBUR OFFICE IN 
THE CENTRAL SQUARE, TILL 
TUESDAY 3 P.M. OR PHONE 635- 
3800 FOR WANT ADS.

30# Cheap
Yeomen decals are now on sale in the men’s control room in 
the Tait McKenzie Building and in the EXCALIBUR office 
(advertising department). Support the Men’s In- 

teruhiversity Athletic Council with your patronage.

He’s our Man- 
Your Representative
Morris (Monty) Montgomery

Insure with confidence with

Security Service Agencies Lid. 

219 Dan forth Ave Tor. 6 Ont.

. I

., ï : :f f ;

MT
.[yi-Z-

M. G. MONTGOMERY
■ Sgi Special Plans & Rates for Students on 

Automobile, Personal Effects. Life & Term-Insurance
Enquire now — No obligation

<

». ^

Phone 461-6333 or 633—2577
Life License Sponsored Thru Crown Life Insurance Co..

PIZZA PIZZA 
PIZZ^-^ZZA

h wêbxl.
f ; •

m

I\w
:?

PI7Sh A638-16326 '»»»':

4L P• "#1":
F CTI VESUVIO’S; mS;

i ' - p■ .-

: %
CLOSEST PIZZERIA 

TO YORK
:v,

pi««‘ï AIt s the real
Coke

‘■s**

ing PIZZ ZZA'• ;F'4

PIZZA PIZZATrade Mark Reg.
Both Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade marks wtrch identify only the product of Coca-Cola Ltd
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The hypocrisy in Olympic hockey
By NICK MARTIN

YEAR AGO, Charles Hay was the highly 
successful president of Gulf Oil Canada Ltd 
and hardly a person in this country knew he 
was even alive.

( Today he is the man responsible for restoring lost 
pride to a nation that has had its face rubbed in it 

I too many times, 
ji As the head of Hockey Canada, the governing body in 

charge of our national hockey team, and with the full 
support of the federal government. Hay withdrew 
Canada from the 1970 World Hockey Tournament in 
protest against the shameless hypocrisy that Europe 

I calls, with a straight face, amateur hockey.

Canada never wins
|| For years Canada has been humiliated on and off the 

ice by the Europeans. After each unsuccessful tour
nament would come a wave of nationwide protest 
against the conditions we had to face, but then the next 

I year would find Canada once again returning to take a 
I Peking in Europe’s bastardized version of our national' 
I game.
I The last straw came at a time when it appeared that 

Canada was finally about to regain the top position in 
I amateur hockey. In its meeting last summer, the In- 
I ternational Ice Hockey Federation voted to allow 
I Canada to ice nine professionals in this year’s tour- 
I nament, provided they had not played in the NHL this 
I season. After years of being limited to amateurs not 
I good enough for the NHL and over-the-hill ex-pros, 
a Canada seemed to finally have the opportunity to field 
I a team that was even remotely representative of 
I national ability.
I That hope was dashed several weeks ago, when 
I International Olympic Committee head Averv 

Brundage, in response to a Russian request, ruled that 
I any amateur playing against a professional would be 

ineligible for the 1972 Olympics. The UHF immediately 
reversed their earlier ruling, outlawing Canadian pros.

Canada proposed that the Winnipeg and Montreal- 
based tournament be made an unofficial tournament, a 

ji world championship in everything but name. Most of 
the other teams involved, including Sweden, thought 

| (his was an excellent way to avoid Brundage’s ruling 
I and were expected to approve Canada’s proposal in a 
| meeting the next day. That night, a secret meeting was 
I held to which Canada was not invited. The next dav.
I Canada's proposal was soundly and unexpectedly 
I i ejected. Canada withdrew from the tournament • bv 
I sheer coincidence, Sweden was named the new site for 
I the series.

A
once

i, mt-il 
■ Wr

- IS : !,'NA R
»i , r)j »\ ■KMr| MM \a

ïiÂiâb:

t'. >€ x
Former pros like Billy Harris (centre) are outlawed by theour

new 11HF rul ing.

We are not allowed to do this. Our best players are of 
course professionals, whose decadent capitalistic 
germs might somehow contaminate the simon 
Europeans who play hockey solely for love of the 
itselt. It is here that the hypocrisy comes in.

In Russia there is a national league whose fervent 
crowd appeal and national interest has been compared 
favorably to that generated by the NHL. The best 
players are selected to play for the national team At 
that point they are drafted into the army and made 
officers Their duties include practicing hockey for up 
o eight hours a day, and giving up everything which 

might harm their performance (one player. Loktev 
was suspended for a year for smoking).

Like all Russian soldiers, they are given beautiful 
apartment, with ah the scarce modern convenTences, 
and they and their families enjoy annual vacations at 
Black Sea resorts. The Czech situation 
These men are called amateurs.
\iiJlfvternnr 0f Sweden Played professionally with the 
New \ ork Rangers several years ago, returning home 
aftei achieving underwhelming success. He has never 
been officially released from his professional contract. 
Sterner now plays in Sweden's national league, with no 
o her outside job. A Swedish newspaper recently
nal innardah1‘ *S paid $35',KI° 3 year and the
national goalie at least $20,000. Sterner and his
teammates are amateurs.

Olympic oath a farce

attitude could change. Indeed, it is generally agreed 
(hat the Swedes only supported the Russians this v 
in order to get the tournament if Canada withdrew earpure

sport
Russians want to play NHL

for their part, the Russians and Czechs take 
remendous pride in their advances, but know that only 
n playing the NHL can they truly prove themselves. 
Interviews with the Russian players have revealed 
that they are anxious to play NHL teams, but these 
same interviews also reveal that the Russian people 
are being led to believe that it is the NHL which is 
avoiding Russia.

The Russians avoided the confrontation this vear bv 
appealing to Brundage, but help from the 85-year-old 
sports fossil may not be coming much longer. Brun
dage has been openly defied by skiers displaying 
equipment advertising; the Olympics need skiing'and 
hockey much more than they need Brundage. Bv 1972 a 
younger man may well be in charge, someone who 
i ecogmzes that true amateurism is long dead and only 
open sports are honest.

When that happens, Canada will be able to send an 
NHL team to the world tournament. Amid all the 
controversy, Canadians wonder what the outcome 
wou d be of an NHL-Russia game. Available evidence 
would point to an overwhelming NHL victory 

Although our teams have generally lost in recent 
world play, the scores were usually close. Many 
nationals have given a couple of years to the team then 
turned pro. Of these, only Terry Clancy of the Leafs 
Uanny O Shea of Minnesota, and Gerrv Finder of 
Chicago have cracked the NHL, none of whom can be 
considered even close to stardom. Obviously our 
nationals are nowhere near NHL calibre 

On Boxing Day, at Maple Leaf Gardens, Canada 
defeated Russia 3-2, with ex-pros Billy Harris and 
Brian Conacher dominating play. The Russian goalie 
appeared terrified of slapshots, rarely seen in Europe 
and strong checking played havoc with the Russians1 
intricate passing plays. You have to wonder how the 
Russians would do against a Hull slapshot or a defence 
pair of Orr and Park. Only a week later, the Montreal 
Junior Canadiens, reinforced by several minor 
leaguers, handed the Russians their worst defeat in a 
decade, 9-3.

Forgotten in the furor are the men who carried 
hopes through all the losing years, who gave so much
rvMUn MenJ,ke Jackie McLeod, Fran Huck, Terry 
O Mai ley and Morris Mott gave Canada many years of 
personal sacrifice, and were looking forward to this 
year s tournament. But national pride can only take so 
much.

The start of the fall is similar.
Charles Hay’s withdrawal was the culmination of a 

series of events that have been slowly building to a 
I head for decades, a time in which Canada fell from the 

pinnacle of hockey success to perennial also-rans 
under the hypocritical European restrictions.

It is hard to believe that Canada used to send its 
Allan Cup champions as national representatives. 
Long gone are the days when a Senior A club could take 
on the rest of the world, as evidenced by the Galt 
Hornets' recent losing trip to Germany.
.k Yn!il .Is "ot lhat lon8 a8°. only nine years in fact, that 
the 1 rail Smoke Eaters won our last world title, in 
Geneva, Switzerland. Only three members of that 
team, Seth Martin. Jackie McLeod, and Darryl Slv 
ever played in the NHL, none attaining anything 
than fringe status.

Obviously European hockey has made great strides 
in its calibre in those nine years. Those strides 
however, have been far shorter than most people 
generally believe. Although the Russians and Czechs 
have reached a high level of play, their margin of 
victory over our nationals has not been large when the 
severe handicaps applied to our team are considered.

Once, when being questioned about the roughness of 
hockey, Geordie Howe told an interviewer “It’s a 
man s game.’’ Several European teams, however, find 
the game which we invented too rough for their tastes 
As a result, our teams were forced suddenly every year 
to forget the training of a lifetime and play under 
completely alien rules.

European officiating is generally condemned as 
being incompetent, to use a euphemism. For several 
tournaments it threatened to become a tradition that 
Canada would have two goals disallowed every year 
against the Czechs, goals which the films would prove 
o be legitimate. One year Russia edged Canada for the 
l. . e.j'1 ®n a g°al which the films showed was a yard 

offside. Canadians did learn a handy trick from the 
Czechs; whenever the other team threatens to score 
corner PU tbe nel out the ice and throw it in the

No one in Canada pretends that our present team is 
made up of pure amateurs. Every so-called amateur in 
Canada in any type of competitive league, from Junior 
B to Senior A to our nationals, receives expense money 
and some form of small salary. National team 
members freely admit they perjured themselves in 
faking the 1968 Olympic oath.

Our mistake is being honest enough to differentiate 
between the fmancially-âided “amateur” of modern 
sports, and the professional who plays hockey for a 
living. By Avery Brundage’s standards a man who is 
paid a huge salary by private enterprise is a 
professional, but if that salary comes from a national 
government then a player’s purity is intact. Canada 
asks only that everyone be subjected to the 
standards.

Canada’s withdrawal could precipitate major 
changes in the amateur hockey setup UHF chief 
Bunny Ahearne has been the subject of much criticism 
in recent weeks, some of which is unfair. Ahearne has 
28 member nations to think about, members whose 
support he must have to stay in power. Certainly the 
Russians, Czechs, and Swedes would approve of 
nothing that would hurt their supremacy. Open hockey 
would benefit only two of the member nations, and so 
the hypocrisy continues. It is to the everlasting credit 
of the United States that they supported our stand by 
refusmg to fill our vacancy in the tournament 

Most of the free European press, in particular the 
Swedes and Finns, have applauded the Canadian 
move, and have urged an end to amateur hypocrisy 
Condemnation of their own national hockey governing 

I , dies ?nd of Ahearne has been bitter. Sentiment is 
I strong in Europe for an open tournament, with each 
I nation able to send any player it wishes. The Swedish 

press points out that this year’s tournament, now to be 
held in Stockholm, will not make much money without 
hockeys biggest drawing card. They conveniently 
forget to point out that the Canadians are so "popular" 
with Swedish fans because the Swedish press treats 
Canadian players as warmly as the Hanoi Gazette 
would greet a visit from Lieutenant Galley.
, Stockholm will still make more than it would have 
had the tourney remained in Canada. Yet next year 
with the European press and their own citizens 
favouring Canada's using professionals, the Swedish

more

same

our

Still not NHL calibre

world play. They knew they hadn't reached (he NHL

were ’MS T °bvl°us *"» Canada s P™ were limited to minor leaguers■ after all -,
kl oual 'f011 m’S 3 ?ru0fessional Europe felt it necessary 
lo qualify the calibre of our professionals
leagutwel TehER0PeanS felt they had reached mi"or 
league level. The Russians recent experience caused a
2seCofrenros UThenRand lhe i?°Ve to block Canada’s 
use of pros. The Russians have to plav the NHL
eventually, and certainly want to. But thev need more
hme to reach that competitive level, time which only
Ahearne and the whole hypocritical setup of amateur
nriHn yrCan provide But because of Charles Hav. the
other ninon^R1 °n' 3the emerging consciences of

to meet the NHL sooner than they wish to.

European teams improved
i.n!!JS 1aSy t0 lookback and see how we could have won 
under fairer conditions. The fact cannot be ignored 
however, that the Russians and Czechs, and to a lesser 
extent the Swedes and even the Finns, have made 
improvements over the teams that 
players used to thrash

ma ter of tremendous national pride and presUge
beà nRusi?ae|Cel,ebrati0nnin the street when the Czechs
use ,£K SÿSîiSCÎAKSS wishes 10 

Canadian hockey and Canada itself.

vast 
our Senior A

that

represent
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) On Campus
—•^ Thursday, January 22.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION TESTIMONY MEETING. 
Room 114, McLaughlin College at 10:00 a m.

FILM. “The Red Badge of Courage" will be shown in Room C, Sted- 
man Lecture Hall at 11:00 a.in. Everyone welcome

VIETNAM COMMITTEE MEETING. The committee will be holding 
its February Moratorium meeting in Winters Music Room at 12 noon

NOON HOUR CONCERT. Leigh Ashford, a rock group, will be per
forming in Founders Dining Hall at 1:00 p.m.

FILM. Goete’s “Faust” in colour with the text in German is being 
presented by the Department of Foreign Literature. No admission 
charge. Everyone welcome. Room S203, Murray G. Ross Bldg, at 4 p.m. 

Th,» u/innina onirioc ii w MONTHLY MEETING OF THE SENATE. The senate meeting is open
Students and their sponsors will to 3,1 members of the York community but tickets must be obtained from

HiviHpH arrnrriinc, In thiir in’ ** gucsts o£ the university and will Room S967, Murray G. Ross Bldg anytime up til 2 p.m. January 22. The
are-i at the following seminars L‘Ve m residence during the three- meeting will be held in the Multi-Purpose Room (Senate Chamber), 9th
area, ai me loiiowing seminars, day sumposium. T^ey will have the floor, Murray G. Ross Bldg at 4:30 p.m. Justice Bora Laskin will be

opportunity to tour the campus and speaking in reference to the Committee of Search for a new President, 
participate in campus activities. FILM. “Frankenstein", a Carloff original is being presented by the

Department of English. No admission charge. Room N144, Murray G. 
Most of the projects are in essay Ross Bldg, at 5 p.m. and also again at 7 p m 

form. Baron McCormick, Schools 
Liaison Co-ordinator, notes that 
the projects submitted, which were 
judged by members of the York 
faculty.

University News
Copy supplied by Department of Information

Symposium starts today

York hosts 100 students
A series of sincerely serious and in Ontario submitted entries to 

delightfully whimiscal poems and York’s Schools Liaison Committee 
a presentation on sexuality in during October and November 
folklore are only two of the 21 
outstanding creative projects and 
papers which will be presented at 
the Symposium for High School 
Students to be held Jan. 22-24 on the 
York Campus.

The 21 winners will be awarded 
certificates at a banquet held in 
their honour at the close of the 
symposium on Saturday.1969.

One hundred senior high school On Friday: 
students from 65 secondary schools History, 9 am., The Human 

Condition, 2 p.m. — Room S203, 
The Ross Building.

York invites 
Torontonians
to "drop-in"

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION TESTIMONY MEETING. 
Room 102, Vanier College at 6 p.m.

HISTORY FORUM. The topic of discussion at this forum conducted by 
the Historical Society, will be “Intellectual History Is Just Another 

creativity, Humanities Subject." Professors Brady Polka gpd Richard Schneider 
The Sciences, 9 a m. and 2 p.m. onSmality, and great thought, and will introduce the topic. Various other “intellectual" historians have been 

Room 320, Farquharson lhal ,hc winners in particular are invited to contribute to the discussion. All members of the University
excellent university material. community are welcome. Coffee and donuts will be served. Winters

Senior Common Room at 7:30 p.m.
PUB NIGHT. The Green Bush Inn features live entertainment from 

8:30 p.m. until 12 midnight.

Sociology, 9 a.m., Existence, 2 
p.m. — Room A, Stedman Lecture 
Halls

showed

Building
A- part of its 10th anniversary 

celebrations, York is inviting the 
Toronto community to visit the 
campus. “Drop-in Day" is being 
held on Jan. 27 to give the public 
the opportunity of getting a brief 
glimpse of the learning process in 
the modern university. This first 
“Drop-in Day" is a pilot study and —
if successful, future “Drop-in French department
Days will be planned. r

On Saturday:
Sounds of Thought, 9 a.m. — 

Room A, Stedman Lecture Halls

The above sessions are all open 
to the York Community.

Scholarships Friday January 23.
YORK YOUNG SOCIALISTS MEETING. The Young Socialists are 

holding a regular meeting at which the election campaign, the presidency 
Fellowship in Transportation York and action againsl the War in Vietnam will be discussed. Winters

The Canadian Transport Music Room at 11 a.m.
Commission is offering a .GUEST SPEAKER. The York Young Socialists are sponsoring a
fellowship in transportation for discussion at which the topic will be “Women’s Liberation — At what 

“Drop-in Dav" activities will ««.ill L.U ...x Posl graduate studies in any 1 ,fe IS the movement now and where is it headed?" Guest speaker
include attendance at regularly- Hold COiifcrCnCe discipline related to transportation Co een Levis, organizer of the Hamilton Young Socialists, will give her
schedul ed1 lectures and dasses v „ , leading to an advanced degree for V'7s™,ïe subject. Vanier Common Room at 12 noon,
casual tours about the campus and . York s department of french which there is a thesis required. GEOGRAPHY SEMINAR. Dr. Bryan Massam, McGill University,
its buildings and visits with !leratare and the division of The award is tenable in Canada but will be speaking on Some Approaches to the Analysis of Territorial
professors Because the amount of *mgu,stlcs and language training may be used outside the country Patterns at a seminar sponsored by the Department of Geography,
avai tabîe class seaMne isTmUeri !^Ve mvited students from 300 for special circumstances and with Eve,ryone welcome. Room N301 .Murray G. Ross Bldg at 2 p. m.
interested members of the public Toronto area high schools to attend foe approval of the Selection h lLM-M‘The Quare Fellow ” is being sponsored by the Department of
“ een asked toregister in a conference on Saturday, Jan. 31. Committee. The value of the Engllsh N» Emission charge. Everyone welcome. Room C, Stedman
advance. When approached about . The conference program will fellowship is $3,600 for those ^pHYsfrAl^FnurATinv sp-mimah m n • c . . u
having the public visit their lec- include an explanation and working toward a masters degree c. : . AL EDUCATION SEMINAR. Mr. Darwin Semotuik, Ohio
lures, the faculty was most en- demonstration of the first year and $4,500 for those working a e Uniyersity, will be presenting a paper on “A Theoretical
thusiastic and has made every French language training toward a doctorate. Applications ™^ework for Analyzing the Role of Government in Sports and Physical
effort to cooperate in making the programme as well as discussions may be obtained from the ation. Everyone welcome. Classroom, Tait McKenzie Bldg, at 4
day a success. Lionel Rubinnoff is and outline of the entire Canadian Transportation Com- P mRAnMI>ITnv ,,R T. . , . ,, . „
chairman of the faculty committee curriculum offered by the mission. Deadline for applying is BADMINTON CLUB. The club includes staff, faculty and graduate
sponsoring “Drop-in Day ” department of French literature. March 1, 1970. students. New members welcome. Upper Gym, Tait McKenzie Bldg.
rD , . ° . ... ,, , irom 7 p.m. until 10 p.m.

v„B,Lb,r:P8^,'seh„s;ch«,h2,e

h2aarve^ieyr„t7aMdla1 sTgrou^* for ^t-g'radu^Trk GREEN BUSH INN. Bill Johnson, honkey ,„„k player, win be

srsss ,wa°,F„nh,r=m=smp„s =o c ,=d mbs TaasrSdii. « Happy

available for 12 months but may be Also l°lksinger Len Udow. The first 50 girls will be let in free. The rest of 
renewed for an additional year you w'd have to Pay (K).
with the approval of the Selection REGISTRATION FOR THE YORK UNIVERSITY CHESS CHAM- 
Committee. The fellowship is FIONSHIP. The championship will begin on Jan. 28. The five round swiss

_______________________________________________________________ tenable at any Canadian tournament is open to all York students. Register for the championship in
University which is a member of Vanier Card Room. The Women’s Chess Championship will be held 

UROF. ROBINDA KUMAR BISWAS, english has been elected to a lhe Association of Universities and simultaneously with the overall York Championship. Registration for this
visiting fellowship, All Souls College, Oxford, 1970-71. Colleges in Canada and closing Championship will also take place in the Vanier Card Room.

date for applications is March 1.
PROF. IVAN S. FELTHAM, Osgoode, spoke on “Big and Small Share For further information, contact

Legal Confusion" at the 43rd Annual Convention of the Automotive the Director of Awards of the
Transport Association of Ontario Inc., Royal York Hotel, Nov. 24.

Faculty briefs
Saturday January 24.

FRENCH COLLOQUIUM AT GLENDON. The colloquium will be ' 
concerned with the problems of testing language skills. Those interested 
in attending should contact Elizabeth Gyalokay, Administrative 
Assistant, Department of French, Glendon (487-6185). At 10:00 a.m. Paul 
Pimsleur, director of the listening centre, Ohio State University, will 

Gulf Oil Canada speak on “Testing the Skills of Listening and Speaking” and J. Zigler of
Gulf Oil Canada Ltd. is offering the Federal Government’s Language Centre, will speak on “Testes Des

post-graduate fellowships for any Langues Au Gouvernement Federal”. The speeches will be fallowed by a
PROF nnmrnTUAii uavme'c w i . . ... deld _,of study to graduates of question period. At 1:30 p.m. there will be discussion in small groups.
PHOf . KOBERl HALL HAYNES, biology, has been appointed to the Canadian universities and TOBOGGANING AND ICE SKATING PARTY The party is for

Counc, °nfTana^SCLer!!lCeh Adv,sory Committee of the National Research colleges. Tenable at any Canadian members of College E. They are to meet in Common Room NMS^Murray
Council ot Canada, and has accepted an invitation to serve on the Ex- college or university which is a G. Ross Bide, at 12:45 o m. 
penments Advisory Committee of the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, member of the Association of

PROF. PREM S. LAUMAS, social science, Atkinson College Universities and College of 
presented a paper on the “Role of Savings Deposits as Money" to the Lanada- lhe fellowships are each 
Southern Economic Association, Saint Louis, Missouri, Nov. 14. worlh $4’500- Applications are due
„ ;r;Cr? MA^NIVEN, Philosophy, presented a paper on “Strong formatfo^may be obfoined^rom 
and Weak Descnptivism in Ethics”, to the Seminar on Logic and (he Director of Awards 
Scientific Method, London School of Economics and Political Science, Association of Universities and 
London, England, Oct. 21. Colleges of Canada ,5, slater

Street, Toronto, Ontario.

AUCC, 151 Slater Street, Ottawa 4, 
Ontario.PROFS. S. FRIEDLAND, D.F. BREWER, J.D. VASOFF, and J.C. 

WIGINTON, administrative studies, presented a paper on “Implication 
of the Benson White Paper" to the members and guests of the Toronto 
Stock Exchange, Nov. 14, on behalf of the Capital Markets Research 
Programme.

Sunday January 25.
BADMINTON CLUB. Upper Gym, Tait McKenzie from 2 p.m. til 4

p.m.
FILM. The Winters Cultural Affairs presents the movie “The Odd 

Couple.” Admission 50cents.;Room D, Stedman Lecture Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Monday January 26.
MIXED MEDIA EXPERIENCE. “The Origins of Religion: An 

Exercise in Ignorance." Everyone welcome. Room C, Stedman Lecture 
Hall at 7 p.m.

FILM. “Wild Strawberries". Burton Auditorium from 4 p.m. until 5:30
PROF ALAN ROSENTHAL, film programme, Fine Arts, wrote and 

directed “With These Children" — a half hour colour film, shot in Israel Imperial Oil 
for American television sponsored by Youth Aliya. The film on various Imperial Oil is offering graduate 
c i dren s communities in Israel was first shown in New Orleans in Oc- research fellowships for graduates 
tober and has since been screened on television in New York, Boston, and of Canadian universities, in order 

a l ornia. to promote and encourage
nor.ir iy n.ioc-r-i,, .. academic research in technology

ROb D C. RUSSELL, mathematics, presented a paper on “Some and administrative aspects of 
I "iperties of Generalised Limits to the Mathematics Colloquium at the industry, and public interest within 
t diversity ol Saskatchewan, Nov. 13, and at Simon Fraser University, Canada in the further ad- 
N<i' 14.

p.m.
FILM. “City Life in New Japan, Village Life in New Japan, Per

sonality in Culture." Burton Auditorium from 6:30 p.m. until 8 p.m.
Tuesday January 27.

PANEL DISCUSSION. John Conway, Ramsey Cook, Robert L. White, 
Virginia Rock, and John Lancaster, as members of the panel will be 
discussing the topic “Is Nationalism Necessary To Achieve A National 
Character?" Everyone welcome. Room N145, Murray G. Ross Bldg at 4 
p.m.vancement of knowledge.

ÜUF. VELLO SERMAT, psychological services, was an invited Ava‘lable for work in Pure and . FORUM FOR SCIENCE STUDENTS. The purpose of the forum is to 
ai ai > sLufi member at the University of California Leadership ap.P'?d sc,‘-nv^ as well as social discuss the interdisciplinary science programme. All science faculty and 
Lai-M-alorv. Ojai, California, Dec 13-20 science and the humanities, the students are invited. Room D, Stedman Lecture Hall at 4 30 p m

scholarships are worth $3.000 per

Engineering Laboratory, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Nov. 26. Ross ^building^ I$°0m N9H’ 1 h°

Wednesday January 28.
FILM. The film entitled “Mouchette” is being sponsored by the 

French Department. Everyone welcome. No admission charge. Room 
A105. Glendon at 7 p.m.
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Osgoode professor 
decries foreigners

time to collect 25 cents from non-permit 
holders must be far greater than the cost 
of vopos and ‘automated’ control systems 
which do not work.

Let’s scrap all the effort (permits, 
passes, tickets et al) completely except to 
designate which areas are strictly ‘No 
Parking' — determined by some rational 
procedure related to fire access routes, 
etc., and tow away and destroy any car 
which is illegally parked in those areas. 
Overnight, that problem will be solved and 
all the tension eliminated.

Then, let us take the effort formerly 
directed to parking and apply it to the 
library problem. Here is our Modest 
Proposal :

IISir:
*1! In the Jan. 8th version of the EX-

! CALIBUR there was an excellent story
I about the problems of the Americanization
j of the Canadian university. I for one would 

like to add my voice to those who question 
I the recent influx of American and un- 
j desirable foreigners into Canada, 
i The EXCALIBUR article did not
! mention the Osgoode Hall Law School, but 

this one venerable Canadian institution is 
also being besieged by foreigners. 
Academic freedom is one thing, but ideas 

• are another. It is time to act.
However the target must be chosen 

carefully. It is not the foreigners who now 
teach that are the problem for they are 
small in number. Rather, it is the great 
number of foreigners who have flocked to 

our Canadian university as students. 
k Only one day last year I was sitting and

fraternizing with students, as is my duty, 
and one of them mentioned in a foreign 
tone that he was just becoming a Canadian 
citizen. To my horror almost half the 
students then sitting at the table said that 
they were not Canadian citizens.

I did not talk anymore, but hastily 
retreated to my office to look at my class 
lists. Again, imagine my horror when I 
found that well over 50 per cent of my 
students had non-Canadian names. This 
was based on a rough analysis of the sound 
and length of various names, but then 
anyone knows that Garafolo, Wyzanski, 
and Cohen are not Canadian names.

These foreign students may be in
terested in the problems of Canada and 
Toronto, they may want to become 
citizens, they may be criminals in their 
own lands, but what of the Canadian 
identity? Do we want Canada to become a 
land of immigrants?

Let me repeat : in the leading Canadian 
law school, I was able to discover that a 
full 50 per cent of the parents of the law 
students were not born in Canada, that a 
full 30 per cent of the law students had not 

■" started their grammar school education in 
Canada, and that 90 per cent of the 
students had some ancestral linkage to a 
country other than Canada.

This must stop! Percentages must be 
made lor the foreign born, those with 
foreign ancestors, and for those with 
foreign names.

Let me also suggest an end to other 
foreign influences. Down with Kensington 
Market ! Let’s not have our Canadian 
women tempted by foreign salamis and 
cheeses. Down with Chinese restaurants 
and Kosher kitchens! Let’s ban all 
American-made and designed 
There’s nothing so Canadian as a horse. 
Also, let’s do away with all those foreign 
ideas: civil rights and due process and 
student power and. . .“non-negotiable” 
demands. “Non-negotiable” demands, 
now there’s something as American as 
raisin pie.

%

I
£
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1. Beef up the computer control system 

by applying the coded-impulse system 
being adopted by some department stores. 
With this system an impulse can be im
planted on an item, in this case books, 
which, if not cleared by the computer will 
activate a warning when the book is taken 
out ot the library. Tied into the student 
card system this should be an effective 
counter-measure.

2. Microfilm

<W'
C,

3

«39

all journals
periodicals, combine the microfilm 
system with a Xerox system similar to the 
pay-as-you-print system which now exists. 
Deny everybody take-out privileges for 
journals and periodicals.

3. After cutting off the right hand, expel 
forever from the university anyone who 
steals a book from the library. This goes 
for deans, professors, graduate students 
and undergraduates (also presidents).

4. In the meantime, declare a library 
amnesty on all overdue books. This has 
been done in other library systems with 
great success. It works like this: declare 
an amnesty period of one or two weeks 
during which time any overdue book 
be returned with no penalties and no ques
tions asked. Return rates have been 
phenomenally high where this has been 
done.

and
*> * €c

lit a?

f PTvy,-r'

9y jX
"1 ou know, Holmes, I think
we've got the best little recruiting staff in the industry."

editorially, at length, on contributions with 
which you do not agree, especially in the 
“Letters to the Editor’’ column.

One particularly glaring example is 
your treatment of Thelma McCormack’s 
letter in the Jan. 15 issue. Your comments 
are fully half as long as the letter itself.

This treatment of contributions, in order 
that you may always have the last word, is 
taking grossly unfair advantage of your 
very privileged position as editor. I note 
that the same treatment has been ac
corded the contribution from the York 
Green Committee (with which, in
cidentally, I am not connected ) on P. 7 of 
the same issue.

Now, of course, you may say (your 
comments, no doubt, appearing im
mediately below the letter) that it is 
possible for the contributor so treated to 
write a further letter in reply.

In that case, you might again use your 
privileged position to append comments to 
the further contribution. By the 
token, you may use your position to cut off 
debate at any time you choose, not by 
refusing to print an unsolicited con
tribution (which you are pledged not to do) 
but simply by refusing to reply when you 
think a debate has gone far enough.

You claim that you welcome 
tributions from members of the university. 
Your present policy, in fact, discourages 
such contributions. Prospective 
tributors are understandably wary of 
involving themselves in an I-thou dialogue 
in which “thou” holds all the aces. Why not 
try printing letters such as Prof. Mc
Cormack's without editorial back-chat and 
invite replies from other interested 
people?

tification ol who is promoting whom or is it 
■ because the myth of sacrificing scholar

ship is being exploded in a power game?
Secondly, the real reason these 

nominees withdrew relates much more to 
the impending struggle for Canadianizing 
York than the alleged disagreement with 
the primacy of the board of governors.

York is the prototype of the “branch 
plant’ university where American 
“proconsuls” occupy the loci of power and 
determine who shall be coopted into the 
academic guild. Since the imperial stamp 
is essential and the proconsuls brought 
along their own entourage and clients, a 
significant number of people at York and 
elsewhere are terribly upset, and a revolt 
is likely to erupt soon.

Moreover, to rectify this academic 
colonialism, efforts to recruit the ap
prentices of the proconsuls and the part of 
a few eviscerated Canadians are being 
made. Such gestures of the totalitarian 
liberal ideology of “value-free" 
scholarship is not likely to appease anyone 
other than vacillating liberals.

Thirdly, since the U of T faculty refused 
to concede any guild preogalives last 
month, it cannot be assumed that Dean 
Allen, their titular head, who remained 
silent, is a flaming democrat who desires 
to share power equally with other 
university constituents.

And since Dean Saywell has “served” 
tor a decade at York, it cannot be affirmed 
that he has been a crusading advocate for 
a “preponderant voice” for the faculty and 
students in decision-making at his plant.

The sad fact is that York was created not 
to educate but to mold Canadians and to 
produce recruits to serve in the imperial 
civil service and provide employment for 
symbol manipulators from the American 
Empire itself.

If the Canadian people ever find out that 
two York political science teachers who 
cost York approximately a hundred 
thousand dollars see only eight students, 
they would demand an investigation ; but if 
they find out what is done at York and 
elsewhere in the name of “education" they 
would close them down, if not burn the 
deans, presidents and board chairmen at 
the stake.

can

The initial cost of the system described 
above will be high, of course. But we 
venture to say that the real cost will be far 
lower when applied to the high book at
trition rate and the misdirected efforts at 
parking control.

Yours for rational law and order.
Stuart Marwick, 

College E 2;
Charles Matthews, 

Founders 3.
Canadian awareness
is now a necessity

Sir:
I was very interested in your issue of 

Jan. 8 about the lack of sufficient Canadian 
content in York courses. I am glad to know 
that the students are concerned with this 
problem. I am also very glad to read that 
the department of political science has 
adopted a double file policy for new ap
pointments to their department. I hope 
other departments in the social sciences 
and humanities, including my own, will 
follow suit.

mm - « , ... Although I don’t believe that too much
Misplaced priorities; self-consciousness around the issue of

and a modest prooosai HalT,ide"tity ‘s especially desirable, I. ” I90 think that when that identity seems to be
i wo issues on York campus concern us. threatened, as is now the case, a new kind 

ihlri,3™ fore,m°st is the situation facing of self-awareness becomes essential for 
the library and the attrition rate of books; every Canadian, and especially for 
rumour has it that annual losses from the teachers.
ibrary are running to 10 per cent of the Cultural attitudes are intangible but

seriousnDrobïem °f hterature This is a they do exist, and they are reflected in :
7“ ? b!u painting and literature as well as in the

„!JStt0nd IS, th,e mcreasing hysteria over other areas you enumerate in ways that
hard'linp011 h? °n campu® A Gestapo-like can be examined and discussed. I don’t
comr l neonîe wifd0P'ed C pa7ng lhink we need “Pecffic courses such as you
face the fa? tS v u unableto enumerate on page 6; surely the themes

, 1 York community you mention can be — if they are not
rataLPTht y regard Parking as an already - incorporated in courses which 

alienable right are already being taught?
it seems to us that if as much effort were I know that I try to deal with many of the 

spent in solving the library problem as has issues which you name in the courses that I
^?'teCl^,0W.ard The Final s°"«™ of leach, and although I "p^Sfidallv 
he Parltmg Question we would have fewer and only for myself I am sure that mv

pr^7s'n the ^ary. colleagues who teach C^ad^n literature
Surely this is a serious misplacement of and Canadian culture do the same 

priorities or who would question that the But, I agree with you that sTdi more 
university's major concern oughl to be needs lo hi done and ean done i“

frépare s t ssfcstz'jx sss&
to park cars are not housewives from 
Etobicoke who then scuttle over to Keele 
and Finch to do their shopping. Those who 
park have legitimate business at the 
university and, for the most part, have no 
other alternative but to drive here.
Therefore, it seems reasonable to provide 
parking space.

1 he enormous expenditure of money and

samecars.

con-
Mark Gidell Aron, 
Professor of Law con-

David A. Kirshenblat, 
McLaughlin 1

Flaming democrats 
and the presidency

It was rather amusing to find out that 
Dean A. D. Allen of U of T has withdrawn 
from the race for the presidency of York 
University “because he opposed the 
presidential selection procedure.”

I suppose the credulous and gullible 
public is expected to believe such ruse and 
proclaim the dean a “flaming democrat”.

As to the withdrawal of Dean J. T. 
Say well because of “rumours. . .slanders. . 
.accusations”, it would appear that the 
virgin dean is not only alien to such a 
tradition, but he has been the victim of 
something unCanadian. Poor Saywell, 
Child of the North, Strong and Free.

No, gentlemen! Such academic 
sophistry will not do, especially since both 
of you are available for an American kind 
of draft.

Then what impelled such faithful 
academic servants not to contest the 
presidency of York? Surely they have 
compunctions about oligarchy since they 
were coopted by it and ascended to the 
apex through its apparatus. Is it perhaps 
because they fear disclosure and iden-

our
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Branch - plant - man - ship

You forgot to talk about 
Canada again this term? 
The next term begins in 

only six months

■ , ■ Y -

w.

Do you:
A. Try to make your teaching relevant 

to the Canadian fact? d
B. Institute a Canadians-first recruiting 

policy for your department? d
C. Continue making token efforts to say 

something nice about Canada once in a 
while so that that the natives don’t get 
restless? dj

Branch-plant-man-ship is the 
attitude you find at York. We
encourage our students to be complacent 
about Canada’s position

am
U.S. colony. TIWT- Mm. <*,»as a

We are experts at clouding 
issues as 
imperialism.

such pettyover jL
■SSS

U0poverty, pollution, exploitation and ;cot'Ofn,cl

In fact, we have been faithfully serving North 
American capitalism here at York for 10 
years. That’s why
Branch-plant-man-ship at York.

(We wouldn’t want to blow it!)

O ■
growing 

make such a small thing ofwe

THE

American 
Empire
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